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Wingspread conference on "Does the
West Have the Will to Survive?" was convened
by the Standing Conference of Atlantic Organi-
zations (SCAO), with the cooperation of the
German Marshall Fund of the United States and
The Johnson Foundation 11

The Johnson Foundation felt strongly com-
pelled to cooperate in this Wingspread meeting
because the subject has been identified by the
Board of Trustees as one of extreme !moor-

`, lance, both for Western Europe and the United
States

The basis of the Foundation's particidatton in
this project is its interest in recent economic,
social and polilical trends in 'Western Europe,
an interest which extends to ithe implications
these trends may have for the United States, in-
cluding their possible impact on the traditions
of personal and economic freedom

We hope that readers of this report, The
Western World and the Will to Survive", will find
it valuable for an understanding of contempo-
rary Europe, and the implications which .devel-
opments there may have for the United States.
Given the .position of the United States as a

t world power, it follows that factors which affect
the United States-inevitably have an impact on
ojher nations.

For this report, Professor Walter Goldstein
drew upon formal papers presented at the
'Wingspread conference and discussion tapes,
recorded at the sessions. He assumed responsi-
bility for selecting and summarizing the presen-

. tahon of views In each case, speakers repre-
sented their own views and not those of the In-
stitutions whiCh they may respectively repre-
sent

The publication of these papers was arranged
by tf Standing Conference of Atlantic Organi-
zations and The Johnson Foundation. We re-,' main grateful to the distinguished speakers and

5

conference participants who hetped us under;
stand the contemporary western world by con-
tributing insights from their vast experience,
and especially to Professor Goldstein for his
able work inIgiving us this record of the confer-.
ence."--N

The Trustees and staff of The Johnson Foun-
dation continue to follow trends in estern Eur
rope and intehd to conduct future grams
consistent with the theme of the confefence
recordedm this publication

LESLIE PAFFRATH PRESIDENT/HE JOHNSON FOUNDATION
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The Standing Conference of Atlantic Organ,'
isations (S C A O) held its Fifth Annual Confer-
ence

fiery pleasant duty is to record our rat-
ence at Wingspread in June 1977, and mQqst

itude to The Johnson Foundation for its hospi-
tality and for the major contribution which it
made in so many ways to the smooth ranning of
the. Conference and, to the enjoyment of the
participants.

S,C A 0 'S main function is to pr vidi a
centre for the exchange of information nd, f

desired, coordination of activities betwe n it
member organisations concerned with Atlantic

Once a year it engages mOr ambitiously in a
cooperation Off each aide of he North Atlantic

: discussion meeting on a topic of current Atlan-..
tic interest The success of such a meeting de-
pends partly upon the arrangements made and
upon Mb atmosphere created by the' host or-
ganisation, but upon the quality of the
speakers introdu ing the thipnes and upon the
readiness of the participants to engage fully in
tie debate We were fortunate in both respects
at Wingspread Rotted Rothschild, voicing his
devolion to Eurobean unity and Plis disappoint-
mer----.ver current stagnation within the Com-
munity, Brent Scowcroft, drawing a most con-
vincing and objective picture of the strategic
balance between the USA and the USSR,
Walter Goldstein,' using his powerfulcritical fac-
ulties as well as his economiC expertise to ex.
plode many myths and even klent somebastiOns
of truth, and Henry Brandon, with his great ex-
periehce asa foreign correspondent in Wash-
ington, all set the stage admirably for one of the
best discussionskl can recall at any of the many
international conferences I have attended in re-
cent years.

It wourd 'be impqssible to summarise it more
effectwelyVhan Walter Goldstein has done in
this Conference Repott, for which we should all

4

most grateful to him Despite his own strong
doses of sce'ptical realism the Conference, I

think, came down on the optimistic side of the
equation, concluding, if not always being able
to provide positive ptoof, that the western world
had the will (and also the capacity) to survive

The majority,.perhaps less involved from the
very beginning than Robert Rothschild in the

' great post-war European design, were more in-
clined to note the remarkable progress already
made than to deplore present hesitations and
even perhaps backslidings The prospects, of
the European gommunity for the fut_u}e, with
further enlargement under immediate liscus-
sion, were reviewed with some confidence,
more especially in the light of its attractions for
near neighbours, and also. its grpwing impor-
tance in tie eyes ot friendly nations in the West,
of less friendly neighbouis in the East and of
the Third World and last, but not least, of
China
-While there was little disposition to play down

the growing military strength of the Soviet
Union, its economic and ideological short -
comings were also noted, together with the ob-
vious capacity of N AT 0 and, in particular, its
strongest -member, the U S A , to contain this
strength Euro-communism was seen as a phe-
nomenon not yet fully understo0d, but perhaps
equally disconcerting to East and Wesrtn_the
field of defence doubts were expressed about
the West's will,. as distinct from its capacity, to
hold firm in What must be a long tug of war,
with the difficulty for western public opinion of
successfully combining a true understanding of
detente with the continuing support of an in-
creasingly burdensome defence effort. This was
one facet of the problem which N.A.T 0. has
not fully solved, explaining itself and its oeces-
sanly tonfidential activities to the media in a
waif which woulTenable the media in their turn

ti

6

to ensure the proper information of the public
Valuable suggestions were made to this end

So the West carne relatively well out of the
chscussicin of the East-West balance, with con-
fidence expressed that such institutions as
N A T 0, and the European Community, despite
their imperfections, could and should assure
astern survival When the debate turned to the
econornic and social problems within the west-
ern world and to the increasingly important
North-South relationship, and considered what
kiri'd of West was likely to survive, a more pessi-
mistic or at,Aeast a more questioning note was
struck So much has changed for the worse
since the years of rapid and continuous growth
ih thi 25 years from 1945 when the Second
World War ended The economic institutions set
up at Bretton Woods from which this prosperity
stemmed have, to a large extent, collaited, in

, contrast to the survivat of NATO and of the
political institutions of Western Europe Nothing

1 has yet been found to take their place. Nor is
the New International Economic Order so stri-
dently detnanded by the Developing Countries
in sight But the Conference noted that the
western vg orld had survitect theoil crisis of 1973
and had coped with a very Serious recession far
more effectively than it ,had, been 'able to cope
with the recession of the Thirtres There seemed
to be a growing realisation that western security
is based not only upon an\ effective defence
syste against the threat from the East, but
also upon re-establishing an equally effective
system of economic cooperation and social
security within the western world itself, and also
embracing the Developing Countries outside ,

The Wingspread discussions could hardly e2i-
pect to find the answers which have so far
eluded our Governments, but they cleared
some Of the undergrowth and pointed to the
way ahead.

SIR FRANK ROBERTS GCMG GCVO CHAIRMAN
STANDING CONFERENCE OF ATLANTIC OROANISAPONS
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Europe's Civilization:

a Glorious Past
Without a Future?

t\,
Robert Rothsohild, .J

ndre Malraux has written
that "there can be no civ-
ilization, no stable society.

unless it is based upon an integrating theme or
a fundamental creed It is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to determine todty what is the
theme, the.conceptual belief, th t distinguisheii
the civilization of the Western world

In previous centuries the belief structures
were widely recognized The 'message' of hu-
manism bequeathed by the Enlightenment and
by 19th century liberalism was a potent in-
tellectual fbrce Moreover, it was justified by tt;ie
record of accomplishrhentl that Europeans as-
sociated with a proud history In one hundred
years we had achieved an unprecedented level
of matenal, prosperity and social justice That
we entered this century with high hopes andlan
optimistic view of the future was in no Way sur-
prising.

-

The first frIumatic setba9k kiccurred in-Wotid
War I Twenty-fivg miliron iieople were killed in
the ravages of a needless but systematic
slaughter Along with ,them Ailed many of the
ideals -. oplaw and reason and human dignity

that had never before been 'doubted The
second shock came in the aftermath df war, in
the great Depression. The impact of mass
unemployment undermined the dynamism of
the capitalist economy and the axioms of liberal
society. They were replaced by doubt, a
profound sense of guilt and insecurity, and by
the authoritarian regimes that Seized the in-,
itiatives that had lapsed in the leaderless, frac-
tured societies of Europe.

The Revival of Europe
An irlbredible revival occurred as a result of

World War II Inspired by the wartime courage
of Britain, the extreme brutalities of Nazism, and
the Soviets' challenge, a new impetus was giv-
en to the Idea of a European 'message'. A
mood of self-confidence emerged in 1945 that
strongly reacted to the pessimism and the de-
cadence of the 1930s. The will to revive the hu-
mane values of liberal society moved an entire
generation of Social Democrats and Christians.
Schuman, De Gasper', Adenauer and Spaak
were only the leading names,

The refreshed ambition of these Europeans
was to revive a civilization and not just to elimi-
nate trade barriers and frontier taxes Their de-
termination to develop the war-stricken econo-
mies, and their ancient colonies overseas, drew
upon the model of Roosevelt's new deal' and

The author served with the Belgian 'Foreign Ministry
for forty years He was the 'Belgium Ambassador to
France and Britain, previously he had been the repro-
sentathie to,NATO, GATT and the EEC. and counselor
In China, the UtS.A. and Africa. He has writteo even-
slimly on In'temhtional conflict in Europe and in Asia

the economic principles of Keynes Sworn to re-
move the natItnalistic errors and the social
wastage of the past, Jean Monnet and his.col-
leagues argued that the sovereign nation-state
was too limited a unit of economic activity to
support the needs of industrial technology.
Greater cooperation and larger marketOrere vi-
tal, they emphasized, to finance the expansion
of science-based industries and to unify the as-
pirations of a war-torn Europe This integration
would eventually displace the divisive nation-
alism and the induetrial conflicts of the past,
they assumed, and it would lend a new purpose
to European civilization.

In the 1950s, faced with a military threat from
the Soviet Union, the Europeanists regrouped
their energies and moved further toward the
United States for which Churchill had once ,

called A redefined role was set out for Ger-
manymclivi.dpo though it was, and a remarkable
spirit of -innovation moved the younger gener-
anon More confident in their experiments, they
began to discover the meaning of a EuTopean
idea in their own national lives.

The End,of the Dream
The,yision of a, united Europe crumbled, un-

fortunately, as the 1960s slipped away. Rivalry
between national leaders and politic& parties
became ever more &ntense. Conflict reptged
the earlier momentum of cooperation in 1MT--
three forms of activity without which Europe
could not survive the economic drive of the
Common Market, the military security created
by the NATO alliance, and the political unifica-
tion movement that was supposed to integrate
Europe into a decisive, third force.

On the first score, the Common Market
proved to be the greatest disappointment Re-
maining largely as a customs union, EEC failed
to integrate the industrial expansion or to curb
the protectionist maneuvers of member coun-
tries The common agricultural program, the
keystone of the ComMunity, became a
shambThs as Members resorted to special
pleading and monetary manipulation. It became
evident that currency devaluatiOn could be
more destructive to free trade and economic
collaboration than protective tariffs or frontier
taxes had ever been in the past. Hope wars ex-
pressed at the summit meeting in Paris, in 1972,
that progress could at least be made toward es-
tablishing the critical structure of EEC, a com-
mon' currency, That hope has been seriously, if
not irrevocably, dashed The joint monetary pol-
icy fo take effect in the 1980s has been pushed
aside by &say of currency maneuvers and ex-
change rate manipulations by five nation
states. It that 'common' market will
be completed so long as the divisiveness con-
,tinues.

frhe disappointment on the political level, as a /
second consideration, was almost' as chilling
Plans had been laid for a gathering force of po-
litical consultation and diplomatic unity to elimi-
nate the fragmented initiatives and the chauvin-
ist strategies of the past These plans, too,
proved to be premature The arguments in the
EEC's Political Committee revealed that no .
member was p'repared to compromise its na-
tional interests or to forego a little of its diplo-
matic prestige in order to build a new, collective
overeignty This became fully apparent in the

OPEC crisis of 1973 Faced with an oil emer-
gency, no common action was taken to formu-
late a.Community energy policy or a joint stand
toward the Middle East combatants. The latest
indicatiof of "'disunity appeared only a few
months ago when French military assistance
was flown to the civil war in Zaire, French con-
sultation' began after their mission had already
left French soil .

On the third score, in the military alliance, we
began the 1950s with a severe setbgck. The de-
feat of the European Defense Community (EDC)
has never been overcome. The pooling of de-
fense forces, military budgets and strategic
planning, intended in the EDC design was nei-
ther token nor piecemeal. NATO, by contrast,
has had to endure a permanent disaffection,
various member states have threatened to with-
draw their forces,or to withhold their nuclear
cbmponents.There has not even been a stan-
dardization of weapons systems or of planning
procedures, and were it not for the American
nomination of SACEUR, the command structure

"might not have remained intact. Aicertain suc-
cess was won in the acceptance of the WEU
treaty in the early years, this committed the Brit-
ish army to permanent positions on the conti-
nent and brought the Germans Into the Atlantic

But it is 'lifficultoto argue that NATOri

is as str ng and unified an alliance as a collec-
tive secu ity entente should be ' b

Is the Decay Temporary
or Permanent?

The conte porary standing of the West's de-
fense and e nomic arrangements will be re-
viewed in the emainder of this conference It
must be asked t this stage, however, whether
the waning of t the European dream, or of its
sense of mission, is likely to indicate a decline
in its future world role Is there a harbinger of
moral decay in the slipping coniCusness of a
distraught and divided Europe? -Or can the
decay be arrested before the tide of world his-.
tory sweeps other nations into the center of
power?

These are 4fficult questions to answer at any
time In previous centuries the Western world
has appeared to be on the verge of intellectual

, 7-
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and moral collapse, but a survived and pros-
pered Petronius proclaimed the decadence of
Rome in the first century in the Satyricon, but
its civilization flourished for another four hun-
dred years prior to the barbarian invasion At
the end of the Renaissance there was wide-
spread misery, violence and dislocation The
harmonious synthesis of the medieval era had
been destroyed and anarchy ran rife Yet out of
the turmoil was born a creative ferment that
carried Europe throu611 three centuries of spec-

.
talar growth and dominance

It seems that we are entering upon a similar
experience today In the last twenty -five years
Europe has experienced a historic belle
époque In its intellectual entgoes, its material..
advancement and as scientific progress, it has
begun to reseMble the United States A climate
of political and'econormc liberty hasilounshed,
so, too, has the liberty of social and sexual
mores. There is always a danger of associating
a fast growth with incipient decadence, of
course, or of reading into these trends the pore
tents of permaneht decay The assumption is
not deeply shared among die mass electorates

"bf Egrope, but it enjoys a wide Currency among
political critics end intellectual leaders That Eu-
rope is not 'finished' may be apparent to mani
of us But so long as the assumption is enter-
tained it must be closely investigated.

The Assumptions, of Decay
, It is immediately evident that the mass elec-
torates of Europe are neither morally sick nor
poht cally enfeebled They have worked hard in'
t last twenty years to increase per capita 'in-
come, material security and social health Insist-.
ently moderate in. their politics, -they are deter-
mined to safeguard the successes that have
been won. They recognize that, together with
formidable Amtican assistance, they have
achieved an extra-ordinary momentum of prog-
ress and economic development. It ,IS a chilling
recognition that this momentum has begun to
slow down. .

The polaval systems of Europe, unhappily,
are nowhere as strong or. vesonable as the
people whom they claim ,to, serve. Privileged

'professionals anti the leaders of the political
parties have reserved their energy for inter-
necine feuding and -partisan maneuvers In
doing so they have lost touch with mass beliefS
and aspirations. Among the parties, the factions
and the unions of BJtain or France there is a
pettiness of vision, a blindne%9 to facts, a lack
of imagination and an entrenched mediqcrity
The political systems in other countries, in-
clqding the U S A., have moved in a similar di-
rection Cynicism about the voters' interests has
prompted a retreat from principle and from mor-
al- ideals; party advantage has beenthe gal of

those whO pretend to represent the people's
will Thos has genkated a national retreat into
Iteakness rather than a community resolve to
act from Strength. - -

It is tempting to suggest that one possible rem
edy for the pblitics of maneuver might be found
in the introddction of a,'proportional represen-
tation' mechanism in the electoral system This
might strengthen the voices in the center,
weaken the polarities at the left and the r)ght
and thus multiply the number, of political par-
ties There is little to suggest that even so radi-
cal a reform will shock the traditional politicians
out of their ritual games The direct elections-to
the European Parliament, due next year, are
likely to be governed by the old rules, The hope
that new political alignments can be forged out
of a wider electorate will not materialize if the
national parties dominate the process

Is it a severe shock that Europe requires,
therefore, to stir itself from as lethargy and its
indulgent concern with decline? No one knows.
Some say it will need a war or economic catas-
trophe to try the metal of the younger gener-
ations. Others know that it will require the vigor-
ous and understanding presence of American,
Influence if a new Europe is to experiment in
finding its own strength.

Earlier in this century, Paul Valery addressed
himself to this very question. His judgment is re-
markabjy relevant today As citizens of Europe.
he prophesied, who can net liberate ourselves
from our own history, 'we mil be delivered of it
by the happy nations that have none or little to
remember. These nations will impose upon us
their bappiness.' Is this truly the fate that is in
store for us? Or is it more likely., as I believe,
that the nations of Europe will have to find the
strength to determine their own future and to
enlarge their collective capacities'

DISCUSSION

judge_whether we are now suffering from%the
cultural aftermath of twenty years of growth, be-
tween 1950 and 1970

Whatever our judgment may be regarding the
.pessimism cu rent in Eqrope, we must enter a
few impbrtant reservations First, if there is a
strongly negative mood in European intellectual
circles today, d is not necessarily shared by the
mass electorate. Second, though voters appear

, to be disenchahted by the lack of leadership
and decisiveness in their governments, they
have not withdrawn their commitment to liberal
democracy Admittedly, leaders today do not.
enjoy the stature of the great statesmen of the
late 1940s end 1950s, nor are they as skilled in
knowing how to cope with the severe economic
threats that must be faced. But it would be an
exaggeration to claim that Europe is on the
verge of a major breakdown or that it has lost
its will to survive.

Cycles of Pessimism or Reasons
for Hope?
Martin J. Hillenbrind I share the sense of disil-
lusion ttrassador Rothschild has traced
in Europ resent situation The institutions of
the Community are not working as effectively as
they should and the movement toward Eu-
opean integration has stalled. This does not

mean, however, that a lengthy 'Cycle of Desst-
mism and retreat has begun The last cycles of
despair occurred in the fin de sibcle, at the con-
clusion of the Victorian era of material prosper-
ity and intellectual certainty, they appeared
again in 1919, at the close.of World War I, when
Oswald Spengler reflected the Germans' mood
of despair, and in the great depression of the
1930s. We are too Close to our own times to-

9

Wolf Graf von Baudissm. Allowances must be
made for the fast changing conditions that Eu-
ropeans now encounter in their home milieux
and on their relations overseas. The rapidity' of
change-has brought a certain degree of dou,bt
and insecurity but not a radical, withdrawal of
political confidence The realization has dawned
that there are no simple or forceful solutions
available to resolve the immensely complex
problems faced ty each government ,Pohticians
have at last conceded-thattlwe are only partial
remedies and fr gly MO-steps that can '..
be taken, they ck glamor and they cannql pre-
tend to be part cif a Grand Design. But there is
no reason to s ppose that the reliance upon
piecemeal me res and cautious policy pro.
grams will necessarily, augur the start of an his-
toric dechnb.

.

Otto Pick. I agree with this judgment. We may
have the poor politiolil leadership that a floun-
dering electorate deserves, and we may find the
performance of government unimpressive. But
we have become, at the same.time, more realis-
tic about the gruelling decisions and the ab-
struse policy choices that must be made in a
post-industrial society We are not surprised to-'
discover that some problems are too intractable.
to be solved by simple electoral propositions or
by the posturing of party leaders This is in
many'ways to our benefit We know that pre-
tended solutions will be as false as they are
dangerous.

Karl Mommer. A further caveat must be entered
in this consideration We cannot argue that po-
litical effectiveness and electoral confidence
have eroded; when we list the successes that
have, been gained before the years of disap-
pointments began. The successes can be brief-
ly listed:*

\,
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the political systems of Europe . .
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are nowtpre as strong or as reasonable
as the people whom they claim to serve

)

it

.
1 World War 111 hhs been presented and many
dangerous conflicts have been curtailed

2. A funda,men tal understanding betweeh
France and Germany, and with the other West-
ern nations, 6as stabilized Europe's politics

c
. 3 The NATO alliance has aped a durable

form of security, despite all of its internal feud-
ing and the troubling shifts in detente with the
Soviet-Union ,. .

".-6.
4 The evolution toward democracy in Greece.
Portugal and Spain provides majOr victories for
the process of political understanding and mod-
eration. - 1 . ,

The establishment of the European Commu-
n y and Parliament is in noway complefl but
t r initianomentum:should not be disre-
garded . .
lh short, while confirming the negative con-

.. sequences of today's recession and inflation we
,,should not pretend that Europe has lost Its re-

sale tocope with these problems.

Philippe Deshorrnes. Let me try another formu-
Jaiion of this consensus. Despite the clash of
nationalist policies, European governments
have moved to consolidate the operations of
the NATO aAance and the ec nomic Commu-
nity. They have not tried to pul them apart But
there are two serious problem that have yet Lo-
be resolved The first concerns the widespread
incidence of unemployment, particularly among
the young, this might generate' aWesbme con-

..

'sequences in future years if they remain without
meaningful work. The second concerns the pri-
ority that is now placed on the values of equal-
ity rather than of liberty. This h'as created nu-

- merous clienteles who are dependent upon the
4ubsKIles and protections offered by the State
/hough the clientele groups remain loyal to lib-
eral principles, they drive ever tougher bargains
with the governments that clamor for thiir sup-
port.

The Communist Challenge
Stephan G Thomas. There is a missing in-
gredient in our discussion. the threat perceived
from the East. We cannot talk about the move-
ment to unite the Western world without refer-
ring to the menace posed by Stalinism in the
late 1940s. Schuman. De Gaspers and Adenauer

. were strongly moved by the specter of Stalin's
aggressiveness; and today we are still chal-
lenged by the increasing military efforts of the

4...---1-Soviet regime. We. might argue thai-were It nip;
for the Soviet militag effort we might not be as
devoted to preserving the NATO alliance and
the stabilizing exercises °lithe Community We
might go further and say that the will to In-

tegrate Europe's military-and economic capabil-
ities could really lose its momentum were it. not
for the Soviet fdrcemassed on our frontiers

Robert Rothschild Let me turn from the
fense strategies of the two super-powers, which
are so vital to Europe's future evolution, to.look
at a problem raised by Theodore Achilles the
domestic challenge, espeally in France and

o
Italy. posed by the emergence of Euro-Commu-
nism

First, weJind that neither Ale PCF nor the PCI
are determined to liquidate \NATO They recog-
nize that the alliance aims not to wm but to pre-
vent a wet They recognize, too, that there is no
rational defense policy that can be articulated'
by any nation other than to preserve the viability
of present arrangements for collective security
They are not sure what should be done with the
11 S. tactical nuclear weapons.deploye in Eu-
ropeor with the joint command proc ure; of

"'the Nuclear Planning Group But 91 admit
that the op:ration ID! a'national sanituary' or any
other disdinse of political neutrality is not a fee-

.. sible goal of military strategy Nor will they
prove their electoral popularity by a:locating
such a separatist policy

Second, we are not sure howl ar we can trust
the presence of communist parties qi Western
governments, bit we suspeci.that Secretary
Kissirger was wrong to condemn .their par-
ticipation out of hand After all, the communists
played a leading role_yi Iceland, where key. U S
military bases surrve, and they also joined' in
the first government of De Gaulle after the war
Perhaps we should recognize that the sctusmat-
lc' split of the, communist parties in the West is
more damaging to the Kremlin than to the At-
lantic 'affiance In the last resort, the forces of
Euro-Communism are likely to exercise a great-
er threat in Eastek Europe than to the parlia-
mentary systertit of the West

Ellmann Ellingsep The commumsts in the West
have become more pragmatic and less doctri-
naire as they try to appeal for parliamentary
support We should not force them back into a
rigid posture when their ideological positions
are beginning to loosen up We can learn from
the experiences of Italy. France and Spain,
where political tolerance allowed the commu-
nists to adjust as minority parties in parlia-
mentary regimes. Hopefully, we will live to see
these parties develop at did the socialist parties
in Centratand Northern urope in the 1920's

The Ec nomic Realities of the West
Walterfoldstein Two economi realities must
be considered in this opening discussion They
concern the industrial relationships between the
West and the Third World and between the
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Western governments and their owl, inter-
pationelly based economies

First. Were is the dependence of the West
upon the mineral resources and the export mar-
ets of the former colonial world It is now rec-

o gnized that the West depends for its oil sup-
plies and for nearly one-third of its exports on
the Third World The Western powers have giv-

t en precious little aid to the developing nations,
and we' are embarrassed by their noisy protests
at the U at the IMF. at UNCTAD and at
North-South conferences Trade wars areslart-
mg bn the periphery o; Western systerrr,,and
they could severely, damage our own industnes
and the developing countries But we havesand

to design a prekentive plan to cope with
the threat or to narrow the gap between the rich
and the poor countries

Second, thesdvereignty of the nation state
has beeh breached by; the force of inter-.
dependence in world trade in an era of sophis-
ticated industrial expansion,' international in-
vestments and production, can no longer be
constrained by national governments. Gigantic
economies of scale have been achieved by mul-
l-nitiorral corporations operatlhg on a world-
wide base 'Their contributions to each nation's
valance of rpayments and prospects for eco-
nomic growth have been considerable, but they
have also undermined the role of lhe- democrat-
ic state and of the EEO. Free Nade, govern-

.ments have yet to determine how best to idjus
to the imperatives of an international economy
thaS transcend the industrial sinterests and the
economic nationalism ce the once-sovereign
state.

James R HuntleP It may be true that there has
been a quantum leap in the international prob-
lems posed by the generation and disserhina-
tion of wealth It is sorely true that most govern-
ments have failed to respond in adjusting their
Social programs, their antr.inflationary policies
and their economic planning to the new dic-
tates of the international marketplace

One instance of this is particularly trying
Though governments have succeeded in in-
creasing the total stock of jobs, unemployment
remains at a dangerously high level The impact
upon the younger generation has been espe-
Emily severe We can argue that the influx of
women into the work force, and the reduction
of jobs in manufacturing activities, haVe contrib-
uted to the dislocation of human resources But
we can not congratulate ourselves too fulsome-
ly on avoiding a searing depression so long as
millions of citizens must remain without wgrk

Inga Haag. This point can not be'under-
estimated Though the efforts of international
organizations such as GATT and the IMF. have
helped to increase economic activity and to

9
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onflict re placed the earlier momentum of co-operation in ftteCommon
in NATO and in thembvement to unify Europe ea third force
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ward off the trade wars which are now begin-
ning to escalate, we have failed to provide for
the economic sustenance of.tnillions' of work-
ers, women and highly trained students I sus-
pect that we will have to niake many new forms
orwork attractive to them, particularly in the
service sectors, "hey are"ever to be gainfully
employed

Sir prank Roberts vat me leave the chat: for,a
ese economic is-

brq for the millions
n their ranks I must

moment to comment upon t
sues. First. I share the con
,who are now unemploy
include the sib tnlllion gast arbeiters who have
been drawn from the 'underdeveloped ecorio-
mies of Spain. Yugoslavia and Turkey Together
with then'dependents they account for fourteen
million spla figure equalto the pollination of
Holland. Th'bir plight cannot be ignored as Eu-
rope struggles to regain its economic momen-
tum
Sedoncl, we must recognize the difficulties

faced by the EEC in enlarging the Community
If it sho Id extend the benefits of membership
to GreeealSpain and Portugal as well it
should it will have to cope with a heightened,
trade conflict in cheap agricultural products.
the EEC Will also have to decide what phould
be done to thefree entry and the social welfare

- protection thee migrant workers. from these
Mediterranean cOtintrfe% will seek in the richer.
societies of the induslrialized North.

.On' the third subfect that has been raised, we
should note the benefits extended to the Third
World by the EEC under the Yaounde and
Lome agreements They are not insignificant

Itut they are also not enough We must.regret;
fully admit that there can be simFfle remedy,
such as a new Marshall Plan, to ease the pro-.
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tests voided by the poor nations at the North-
South conference or al UNCTAD The currency
stabilization schemes designed at Bretton
WoddS have broken down and a world wide re-
cession has`soizet hold in the aftermath of the
SPEC price increases None of us is quite sure
how to cure the twin defects of inflationcand re-
cession (or 'stagflation' as we now call it) or
how to ,bridge the gap between the few nth- and
the many poor economies For dyselfil imam
confident that we still Amoy the will to resdive .
these survival issues4But I admit that the solu-
tions are neither simple to state nor easy to im-

; pleklent

Conclusions
John Carson It seems that there is not so much'
a failure of will but a profound confusion in evi-
denck in the' Western world Mass electorates
are noNonger sure hoW national governments
should,g4e their industrial economies or how
they shoulit best perfor)n in a world of complex t
international institutiont There is &widespread
sense pf frustration rather than of ideological
refection visible in public opinion Whether the
tank of Our optimism 1$ half-full ,or half-empty
retrains' a matter of personal faith
-Iwo points h4Le been raised, however, that

can help clarify ot.tr contemporary malaise.
First, we realize that the simple bi- polarity of the
Cold War has been replaced by a more tortured
reality Instead of Igo arming ourselves against
a Soviet threat we must also contend with, the
multiple economic obstacles and trade war
prospects that disrupt our liberal democracies
As Sir Frank Roberts put it, there Are no
straightforward solupons to allay our anxieties.. ,

Second, we are not clear abqut the rebuilding
of our aging political systems that is now river,

46t

due It may be that party politicians are loSing
contact with their own voters and that national
governments are deficient in planning for' eco-
nomic growth But is it Wise to call for the re-
form of political procedures and institutions be-
fore we can articulate the tentative solutions for
which national leaders should aim?
Robert Itschild dA4) have expressed a guard-
ed optimi that the Western world will find a
way to extricate 'Itself from the dilemmas that
fellowed our last twenty-five years of success
We have rioted that'unlike in the 1930s; -there is
a sufficient base of affluence to cope with the-,
hardshipsof unemployment, at least, people are
net starving on the streets. We have also con-

. ceded that the Soviet threat is sufficiently per-
bOent to preserve the-19ATO %Mance, the eco-
nomic Community and a certain measure of
'unity in our diplomatic policies

But Imust return, nevertheiess,to my' original
hypothesis I hav'e found a deep-seated peSrsi-
mism and a failure of will rife in Western so-
ciety The younger geheratian is particularly cy-
nical, if not downright anbkbec. In companpon
to the United States, where youth(ul.idealis
survived the traumas of Vietnam and Wat te,
there is a disbelief in-the plillosop basis of
European society Young peopl do not believe,
as they do on the American campus today, that
the arrangenlehts of society can be radically im-
proved They fail to see why further national
sacrifices should be mad& to secure the ab-
stract rewards promised by a waiting Europe.
Their new cycle of pessimtstn is a reflection of
profound malaise It suggests that, like a bity-
clist, they can maintain their balance so long as
they continue to move forward but that they will
fall if they ever stop I fear that we might be
coming to a stop
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"I he success of a meeting de-
pends upon the quality of the speakers
intfoducing the themed.and upon the
readiness of the participants tos engage

'in
ttie debate We were fortunate e

in both- respects atWmgspread --libp-
ert_Rothsehild, (1) voicing his devotion

Eto urdean/Gn-ity and his disappalt-
tnent over current staghation within. the
Commtmity, Brent Scowcroft, (4) draw-
ing A most convincingand objective pic-
ture of the strategic balance betweenjhe

S A _and the U S S R, Walter Gad-
stein, (3) using his powerful critical fat-
uities as well as his economic expertly

fito explociemany,myths and even dent
some bastions, of truth, and Henry Bran-
don, (5) with his great experience as a
foreign corespondent in Nashington, all

, ,--

set the stage admire.*
SirFrank Roberts (2)
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Western. Security in the.
Coriling Years

Brent Scowcroft
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t instead of concentrating attention on
,e,*resternWorld's problems of milt-

taly strategy and alliance politics I
would like 'to review our contemporary per-
ceptions of the Soviet\threat

We have lived with changing perceptions of
military that from the Soviet Union for nearly
thirty years, and we knev{ more or less what to
expect But their strategic posture has recently
become a matter for argument and anxiety
again and we 'bust Iciok at it carefully The mass
media has been rather sensational in warning
against a renewed Sciviet aggressiveness and in
reporting increases in their military might, while
the West has been depicted as enfeebled, and
despairing rumors have been that
Soviet reseadh and technolo ical break-
throughs are about to doom us all

Exaggerated though many of our fears of So-
viet military capabilities may be, they do bear
some relationship to official estimates and to
reality. For a start, we must calculate the con-
sequences flowing from the fact that the Soviet
Union has been adding for well over a- decade
to its defense budgetgat the rate of 3 to 5 Per-
cent a year in real terms.

If we begin with strategic weapons, we can
note that the Soviets are now eploying third-
generation nuclear missiles. Four new ICBMs
have recently completed development, three of
them have been tested with multiple warheads
(MIRVe)' and are now being deployed. There is
no tikiestion of the increased threat that these
missiles pose to hard-point target arrays such
as our own ICBMs. Soviet strategic submarines
art coming off the ways at a rapid rate, and a
new family of SLBM missiles is being developed
and deployed, they are armed with multiple war-
heads, with a greatly increased range.and an
improved accuracy. In adgitloh, Mere is the new
'Backfire' bomber whiChliowever controversial
Its strategic capabilities may be, represents a
new and serious threat to NATO. There is also
the SS-X-20, an IRBM'rnissile with multiple war-
head's th.at, according to the Secretary-General
of ,NATO, is beginning to be deplOyed against
Europe.

Then there is Soviet tactical air capability.
This has been upgraded from an earlier system
piimarily limited to air defense into a formi-
dable, offensive weapon(system. Together With
an improved quality and an increased quantity
of nuclear-capable artillery and rocketry (such

General Scowcroft, now retired, was President Ford's
Assistant for National Security Allai(s Before entering
the White House he worked in the Pentagon, first with
the (Mai of the Secretary of Defense. 1968-69 and
then with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 1970-71.

In his prior service he had taught at the United States
Military Academy 1953-5? and then had been a Pro-
fessor of Political Science at the Air Force Academy at
Colorado Springs.

as 'Frges, and Scuds'), these weappns have
substantially increased the nuclear threat-to Eu-
'fope

The development of conventional forces is
equally 'threatening The Soviets have added
about 130,000 men to their Warsaw Treaty force

.since the 1968 crisis in Czechoslovakia They
have increased, their artillery deployment in Eu-
rope between 50 and 1004percerft, They have
significantly increased the density and the mod-
ernizing Of their tanks and armored personnel
carriers, and their divisional strength hasbeen
augmented by 2,000 men or more.

A remarkablekchange has occurred in the
character of Sot force deployments While in-
creasing their own force strength along the Chi-
nese frontier, their force improvements against
NATO have greatly reduced the warning period
or lead-tfave of a pOssible,offensive strike
against Western Europe It may be that the So-
viet military are beginning to count upon a light-
ning attack bn the West in case they ever have
to fight a two -front war, simultaneously, with the
People's Republic of China

Another coniideratiorl of global policy has
prompted an expansion of their military power
over long distances, particularly at sea. The So-
viet navy has been transformed from a pre-
dominantly submarine and coastal security
force to a 'blue water' fleet of significant pro-
portions Only the latest evidence was seen in
Angola where they revealed an ability to sup-
port a sizable force in combat at the end of a,
complex 9,000 mile pipeline.

Basically, the Soviets are probing for .weak
areas in Western defenses and ,in the Third
World, Somewhat like spilled molasses, they
tend to fill every spot where there is no solid
obstacle to their spread. A new and disturbing
element has been added to this Soviet 'adven-
turing' in faoway places the use of Cuban
troops and advisors who act as Soviet proxies.
In the past a few Koreans had been used in
such a role, but there had been nothing like the
scale of Cuban activity apparent in Angola. Nor
need this expansion be restricted if it proves
successful. it mayaet emerge as a phenome-
non worthy of our deepest concern °

Because the new dimensions of Soviet ca-
pability require the most serious calculation, we
must avoid the hysterical responses and alarm-
ism that have occasionally surfaced in the
United States. In too many cases there has
been a resort to the expectations that prevailed
during the most tense years of the Cold War
This emotionalism is counter-productive and it
quickly leads to counsels of despair. We can ill
afford such an indulgence while our analytical
judgments remain unclear

For example, much of the Current rhetoric in
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° this country presumes that the Soviets have few
problems to face in their own economy or that
they do hot have to wrestle with the budgetary
choices that perennially Plague us In short, we
tend to be superficial in our analysis of ,Soviet
motives and behavior At a time when thfahreat
is teal and growing, and when we must balance
an increasing set of claims on our limited re-
sources, it is essential that we Mink dispas-
sionately about Soviet behavior If.it is wise to
prepare for the worse outcome, we should not
come to believe that it is also inevitable

The Soviet System and
Military Beimviot

Let us start with a simple statement With a
few exceptions, (pine of the developments that

, alarm us in Soviet behavior are particularly new
They are behaving much as they have done in

devious years There. is no reason to believe
they have suddenly begun to race toward some
specific crisis point or to change their spots'
They are enlarging their defense budget by 3 to
5 percent annually, but they have been doing
so for more tharga decade They are now har-
vesting the considerable fruits of that prolonged
investment, and the resource outcome is exten-
sive.

The CIA recently revised ppward the equiva-
lent dollar costs of the Soviet military establish-
ment, raising them to a level of almost double
our earlier estimates This change in cost calcu-
lation in no way changed our size estimates Of
Soviet forces. From an optiOstic point of view,
the cost escalation indicates that the Soviet
economy is only 'about one-half as efficient as
we had once supposed, this in itself should be
instructive to us From a pessimistic per-
spective, though, we must admit tat they are
putting twice the burden on their economy and
people that we had estimated That is evidence
of the strongest kind of determination We must
then ask whit are the factors motivating this
Soviet emphasis on military development? To be
frank, it must be admitted that we do not know
However,,we can make a reasonable analysis of
the logical outcomes that they are now weigh-
ing. Let us review.a few of their deductions

The first factor to consider in their calcu-
lations is the influence of ideology Communist
theory presumes a lasting hostility between cap-
italism and commUnism, Oven though the capi-
talist world is historically destined to self -der
strUction, as Lenin put it, the time frame re-
mains more or less open. In the interim. theIn-
evitability of-wa dogma has been greatly tem-
pered and the Soviets have been fairly shrewd
in adjusting to the shifting developments of
.Western interests

, Another factor of long standing is Russian in-
, ferionty It reaches back into the Czarist pen

4



1t is difficult for me to imagine that the Soviets have ev&r or are likely to
the conclusion that nuclear war can be a rational, logical course of action

come to
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and it has deeply affected Russian history It
-helps explain their Slavophil energies and their
cultural conflicts with the rest of Europe, both
East and West. Russia has a very mixed military
record of victory and defeat over the centuries
As a result, its military leaders often strive for
force levels which might appear excessive
Armed with an expec'ation of prolonged and
global conflict, they believe that military
strength must be built up for tong term protec-
tion in a fast-changing and profoundly hostile
world order,

Nor should we overlook another cultural fac-
tor inertia We )(now from practical experience
that the Soviet decision-making prOcess is cum-
bersome and rigidly burgadcratic Once a pro-
gram is underway, in a planned economy, it is
monumentally difficult to change it Even in po-
litical-military affairs it has been easier to per-
petuate commitments and priorities than to
switch them In, some cases they have contin-
ued to procure weapons systeins that were al-
ready proven to be cost-ineffective It appeared
that the decision meChanism was too difficult to

,e/op and that they preferred bad choices to run
their cburse rather than an the risk of stopping
halfway.

Another factor stemming from past centuries
is their constant fear bf becoming involved in a
two-front war The implications cif their hostility
to China are critical to their policy in Europe. If
has not escaped them that the Chit ese taw
the strengthening of NAT9-.and that China has
undermined their own position in the Third
World. There is no reason to think the Soviets
stand in any great fear of a surprise attack by
NATO forces but they area in no way as san-
guine about their expectations of NATO behav-
ior in the event of a conflict with their former
ally in Peking. Their contingency, planning for a
lightning attack in the West is probably the
most extreme reflection of this fear

As far as the Third World is concerned, we
should take note of their distant adventures in
Angola, Somalia and Ethiopia. Their motives
may be in part to compensate for the disaster
that has befallen Soviet interests in the Middle
East Consider for a moment the extent of that
catastrophe OnlY a short time ago Soviet' in-
flueRce was paramount in all but a few of the
Arab countries. Today, except for Iraq and
Libya, it is the United States to whom the Arabs
turn for assistance, favors and influence After
sending billions of dollars worth of military as-
sistance to the Arab world, the Soviet Union
must acknowledge the fact that the United
States hes replaced it as the dominant power in
'the Middle East.

I often wonder whether any Western govern-
ment would have 'survived politically after a for-
eign policy debacle of this magnitude? It _does
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not astonish me that the Soviet Union may be
turning to Africa in an attempt to recoup its
shattered prestige Perhaps we shout d reflect
on their record in the Middle East oilPthe° past _

few yeara,as an example of our tendency.tojg-
nore §oviasetbacks while magnifyiro those of
our oikp,,,,-/-his will temper our view of the So-
viet's ability to utilize the political value -of mili-
tary force Their use of military power for politi-
cal purposes has not been subtle or particular*,
successful We must learn to be more skeptical
therefore in viewing the Soviet's image of mili-
tary might

Conclusions
Western strategy today is basisally one of,de-

terrence Deterrence, itself, is an imprecise re-
sult of two ingredients. military force size and
capability, and the willingness to use it The
threshold of deterrence can mil; be judged. y
estimating an adversary's perceptions
nerve, What must beeorCulated is the le el of
force and of determine ion that is needed to de-
ter him from doing something that is important
to him To use different terms, how can an op-
ponent be convinced in times of crisis that is
objectives erg either not feasible or n
the risks entailed in winning them? Our a,S.SeaS-
meht of Soviet threats must reflect a better
reading of the Russian's pliability and reason-
ableness

It is difficult for me to imagine that the Soviets
have ever . . or are likely to .. come to the
conclusion that nuclear war can be a rational,
logical course of action. Though their own de-
terrent calculations may differ frontours there is
nothing in their record to indicates that they will_
abandon caution and conservatism in their as-
sessment of military risks. E'ven in the invasion
of Hungary, and Czechoslovakia they revealed a
significant indecision, in assessing the pi6litical
benefits as against the military risks involved,
and these actions occurred close to their own
frontier, in the thick of the Warsaw Treaty zone,

It is not so much the actuality of strategic su-
periority as the danger of the emergence of a
psychological impression that it exists which is
our problem. Should such an impression of So-
viet superiority be created, while it might not be
wisely-timeckfr objectively accurafe, it could ex-
ert a profound impact on the behavior of Soviet
leadership, on the leaders of the Western al-
liance and the Third World much to the detri-
ment of and eventual danger to the West.

In the Western alliance we too often respond
to claims (imaginary or not) of `sOieriority' with
alarmism and excessive appfehebSion..We do
not have.unliMited resources and there are
competing demands for our most expensive re-
sources. We must therefore leacibto curb our
fast shifting, reactions tp theSoviet Union, both

of fear and of complacency It is this oscillation
between these two poles, this lack of con=
sistency and conviction that can do the most
harm It prompts us to waste valued resources
and to strain our alliance understandings.
These oscillations increase the chance of mis-
calculation and they lead to crash programs
whenever anxiety rises To cut back military ef-
forts in periods of calm and to swell them in
times of crisis is a most inefficient way to oper-
ate a defense establishment

It might be better if yie were to recognize that 4.

the threat of war has no finite end. It has been
With us for decades and it is likely to stay with °
us for a long time to come It can mot be met
with surges of alarm or with a set of iqflexible
postures NorNivill the conflict persist indepen-
dently of the- course of political developments
within the Soviet system. The Soviets' reaction

;,;ID the outside world, and especially to the in-
dustrial West, will dependto a large extent on
their ability to manage their own internal affairs.

It is obvious that we should not deprecate
their successes or minimize our own. We have
the human and material resources in the West
to cope withets long-term competition and to de-
ter them from taking excessive risks Our prob-

°tem is not and' never has been an inadequate
capability. OK problem is that of deciding
whether we have the will to read- then) correctly
and to modify their behavior as best we can
whether by encouragement or deterrence

In this'regard we mustjecognize that NATO
is a unique experiment in collective action. It
was conceived under threat but it has° flou-
rished in a time of peace. While its history has
alternated between solidarity and fragmenta-
bon, between conflict and détente, it has never
wavered in its determined defense of the West-
ern world If it is to survive for yet anther gen-
eration it will require further economic sacri-
fices, a relaxation of political nationalism, a
higher level of policy cooperation and an im-
proved standardization of weapons, budgets
and planning procedures. TheSe are problems
with which we are already too familiar. If we are
able to perceive the objective measurements of
Soviet threats, without succumbing to the'temp-
tations of wishful thinking or excessive gloom, I
am confident that the collective security ar-
rangements of the Western world can remain
strong over the coming years

DISCUSSION

'the Soviet-Americah
Military Balance
John Rielly. The chairman has asked for an
American contribution to this discussion and I
am glad to volunteer aliew suggestions. I panic-



ularly, want to look at the optimism that has en-
tered Washington with the administration of
President Carter It has curbed some of the
alarm and the emotional excesses that General
Scowcroft had perceived, no doubt correctly,
from his' position in the White House in the last

" few years
The first point to note is that we now haven

adnicnistration that enjoys the overwhelming
support of the electorate For four years out
government was led by Presidents who were
subject either to a possible indictment or to the
charge that the, office was not rightly won by
election Mr Carter enjoys an authofity, eve,
malty in formulating his foreign policy, that his.
predecessors sorely lacked

Second. Mr Carter has recognized' that he
had to rebuild-the domestic constituency to
which his policy must appeal He campaigned
on the issue of replacing the cold calculus of
realpolitik with the moral principles and the
Idealist values that impress the American
people In this regard he condemned the secre-
tive, 'lone ranger' negotiations of Henry Kiss-.
Inger' He took a 'strong stand on relating the
human rights clauses of the Helsinki Agreement
to the continuing negotiations of a SAL L treaty
He may have worried the Soviets by doing so,
but he won considerable support for his deci-
sion from the Congress and public opinion

It seems that the Soviets are coming round to
accept, even if they do not welOome, the ada-
mant principles of the Carter adalinistration. As
General Scowcraft rightly noted, ,the. Soviets'
foreign policy initiatives in the Middle East have -
collapsed, their prestige in Europe is not im-
pressive, and their new-foUnd adventures in Af-
rice (with Cubao or Ethiopian proxiesmay in-
volve inordinately high risks. In addition, the
Kremlin must now contend with an American,
leader who insists upon human rights Mille der-.
ing to slow down the SALT talks or the supply
of industrial technology and investment credits.
This has suggested to them, as I recently disc'ev-
Bred In Moscow, that the politics of i the arms
race must once again be pursued from their
traditional vantage of 'negotiatirtg from
strength'. It Is not so much that fear moves
them though the uncertain changes of lead-
ership in China have generated a considerable-
anxiety. It is.the requirement to face up to
American leadership that prompts them to
Mali-11E4ln a burdensome and increasing level of
military expansion.

Bient Scowcroft. I tend to agree with most of
these observations but I would like to respond
to a few of the specific questions about Soviet
behavior that were raised by conference partici-
pants.

I mentioned that Soviet strategists have long!

Insisted upon the pqrsuit of a doctrine of over-
whelming strength, whether in weaponry or in
military manpower In doing so they have per-
petuated the ibboleths of the Czarist lead-,
ership and of t Stalin era They can not envis-
age an accepta e situation in which the USSR
is clearly inferior in military technology or might
to their Western adversaries The Iessori that
they learned. realistically, from their failures in
the Cuban missile crisis in 1962 was that a de-
terrence show-down with the West could not be
won if their military posture remained inferior
They resolved to build up conventional force
strengths as well as strategic weapons capabil-
ities after they' 1962 experience. Their adventur-
ing in Africa and the Middle East reflects their
further need to operate as a global adversary of
the West outside the stand-off in Europe

I suggested that a deep-seated inertia tends
to condition their bureaucratic pursuit of stratt.
gic goals. Their decision-making apparatus is
inefficient and ponderous For example, in past
years they discovered that their SS-13 missiles
were inferior to the SS-11 and that the SS-17s
were less useful than the SS-19s White, we
would scrap the inferior systems when the R&D
cycles were complete; they Moved ahead into
production and deployed all of them. This rigid
mode of programming was probably a responSe
to bureaucratic imperatives, but it obviously
.cost them dearly in scarce resources

A question was asked about the com-
paratively wasteful decisions of the Western al-
liance. It was noted that Ithe ratio of 'tail to
teeth' was disproportionate and that NATO
spends too much on support and too little on
front-line forces. This is true, but it is dictated
both by the ..exigenties of a fifteeb-natioe al-
liance and by the high standards of logistic...sup-
port exrected by our various military establish-
ments. I may be that we should create a more
lean, mobile and self-contained organization for
support, we will then be able to shift more of
our resources into the 'teeth' of war-fightine:
units, We have begun to slim down aOr tactical
air capabilities in this manner. But if we are to
proceed further we must learn how to co-ordi-
nate the decision procedures within NATO and
how to avoid the cOstly duplication of ti6apons
systems. There are political obstacles to over -
come in this regard that have yet to be re-
solved, too many governments want to finance
their own weapons systems without referring to
joint procurement procedures. I remain con-
fident, hoWever, that we will eventually find (he
will as well as the political skills to achieve a
greater efficiency within the alliance.

Soviet and Western Conce4ts
of Deterrence .

Martin J Hillenbrand. In recent years there has

,.....
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been a renewal of the fear in Europe that the
United States might be either unwilling or
unable to deter a Soviet attack across the North
German plain There appears to have been a
psychological rdecoupling within the alliance
A number of politicians and editors in Europe
have begun to speculate what the U S. would
really do if the Soviets attacked with great con-
ventional forces and swept across the Rhine
toward the Channel Would the Western armies
fall back from their forward defense positions
and look for a pause or a 'fire-break before re-
sorting to a nuclear response

Gener41 Haig, as SACEUR, has tried to dispel
the more simplistic and unreal of the sceoanos
that have been conjectured He has reiterated
that there is no cause for an erosion in the
credibility of the nuclear commitment to NATO
on the part of the United States Unfortunately,
public opinion in Europe is not well informed on
strategic affairs Voters generally do oot recog-
nize that the Soviets must remain basically-un-
certain .about the timing of a nuclear response,
if the Soviets felt more certain, they might one
day be tempted to run greater, risks by testing
or even blackmailing the European allies. The
search for a more explicit doctrine- of deter-
rence could therefore harm the alliance. It
would set Out an assured salbf, rules for a nu-
clear, engagement and thcskould prompt, with-
out meaning to do so, a destabilizing change in
the stand-oft between the super powers and
their SiljeS.

Otto Pick This analysis can be taken a step fur-
ther. The military doctrine of the Streets is not a
mirror-ininge of that' held by NATO We believe
that 'there must be a clear .break between, the
use of battlefield (or tactical) nuclear weapons
and the first launching of strategic missiles, The
distinction may be difficult for public opinion to
grasp, but the Soviet military journals and com-
mentators understand its signifidence The Sd
viets have a diffehint view of deterrence, which
they regard essentially as a destabilizing factor
In other word4, they do not seem to believe in it
the way we bo.

General Scowcroft properly emphasized that
a reliance upon overwhelming strength has

'long Oharacterized Russian military thought
Today, it appears, the Soviets areaccelerating
their bL.0-.0.a; tactical, naval and strategic lev-
els lo..ordiQb, enla* their forCe options They
do not siTft.-:jhe Western belief that the pur!
pose of a nuclear force is to secure a mutually
deterring balance of terror. Force is a political
instrument, as their history tells them, that is not
employed for purposes of restraint. Tile early
escalation from battlefield to strategic nuclear
weapons, which we fear, is regarded by them as
a matter of course. In;Straining to deploy a rap-
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id use of' firepower; at maximum levels, I sus:
pest that they are trying to replay the massive,
set. attles cif World War fl -

This does not mean, of hat Soviet
01;litanj cadres are planning to lau sur-,
prise attack, or that they a prepared to p t to
the test their doctrinal rh tom regarding- ar
survival' capabilities. But t y do need to re
sure themselves That in thre tening to use terro
weapons for political purpo i they will, in fact,
demonstrate to the West t eir determination to
face us down for thirty more years of arms
races and armscontrol maneuvers It is their
hope that the will of the Western alliance will
eventually break I would be surprised, there-
fore, if they el,Mr conceded to a serious diminu-
tion of the qualitative arms race or to the SALT
contraints upon quantitative escalations

Wolf Graf Von Baudissin. We must question,
some of our judgments about the East-West nu-
clear balance and about the Sovi'ets' motive to
attain strategic parity or eriority First of all
we must recognize that as orld power the
Sovrets can compete with the est only in
tern% of military might. In political o onomic
affairs,they stand in a highly inferior position;
thus they mist compensate with claims to an
eventual military superiority even if this leads to
unwise doctrine or threats regardmg the politi-
cal purposes of terror.

Second, we must recall General Scowcroft's
judgment that the Soviets are relatively cautious
and conservative in taking risks. When we talk
about 'assured dsstructidn' capabilities we
think in abstract ttms. To the Soviet system,
the loss of even.one percent of the population
or,of industrial plant would be catastrophic; the'
political consequences could be totally unac-
ceptable. particularly in the light of the contin-
uing antagonisni With China.

The questidn to be asked, therefore, is wheth-
er the Soviets can afford to accept either panty
or transparency in 1977, let alone in 1987?
Their economic and social resources are con-,
siderably more limited than those available tb
the Western world; and the real showdown in
the arms race might not come for another, ten
years What should they do, then, to keep
NATO off balance while keeping their own op-
tions open for anodier decade if they do not fol-
low a political prescription for military deploy-
ment?

An Anti- Military Dissent
Walter; Goldstein. There is an element Of what
an eminent sociologist called 'crackpot realism'.
in most discussions of military strategy I want
to dissent from ourapparently dispassionate as-
sessment of ,nuclear options and threats. We
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have imputed to Soviet and Western strategists,
alike, a greater capacity for rational behavior-
than the record can justify.

As a fgst piece of evidence let me quote front
my experience as a consulla:rit to the U S goy.-
ernment in the early Vietnam years I heard ex-
perts prove that the nation's security would col-,
lapse-

f NATO .did not create an immensely ex-
.pe d dangerous instrument, the MLF nu-
Clear fleet, .

2 if Canada did not immediately buy our ABM
defense system to help 'shelter' this hemis-
phere,'

3 if the U.S should ever desert its degenerate
allies in Saigon

The skillful advocates of these mistakes were
not certifiable Nor were the Air Force special-
ists who argued that the B-1, the Cruise missile,
the neutron bomb and the super-MIRV warhead
were vital to, our defense Should we not buy
these totem symbols, we are warned. the So-,
Oiets will overwhelm our secotlif-Strike capabi-
lities, they will melt, our ICBMs out of. the sky,
and their superior tank and artillery divisions
will burst through to the suburbs of Hamburg. I
sometimes feel that the Pentagon's computer
print-outs were really designed for choral sing-
ing

'Men there Is the problem of SALT and other
arms control negotiations At present, both
sides have raised the number of permissible
ICBM launchers toward 2,400 apiece; this will
allow us nearly 10,000 nuclear warheads (and
the Soviets 6,800) and we will later deploy 3,000
SRAM - Cruise missiles This disguised form of
rearmament appeals to the military's self-inter-
ested alarmism on both sides

It is easy to talk about the confusion of public
opinion in the liberal democracies. Yet the
gravest decisions on Vietnam, the MLF and the
ABM proved to be hideously false, and no one
informed the voters that strategic intelligence is
not supposed to be read literally.

But that are we to make of another source of
confusion among the electorate? While Western
governments urge that military budgets must' be
increased, they also scramble to trade with the
Soviets and to provide them with cheap lines of
credit .not for consumer ,goods but to build
Up their industrial infrasthicture and their high
technology installations

It has escaped our notice that the required

policy procedures were followed with some
care while escalating a fifteen-year war in Viet-
nam that cost $150 billion and 50,000 American
lives (the Vietnamese casualties were never
even counted) Two Presidents were discredited
and the credibility of the professiohal military
was greatly impaired But all we ask is how can
the NATO governments restore the confidence,
or the gullibility, of the electorate as they con-
tinue their shadow-boxing with the USSR?

Sir Frank Roberts I found that criticism orffull-
tary planning quite fascinating I would be more
sympathetic to such dissenting views if I

thought that a comparable opposition could
, ever be heard in the Eastern half of Europe.

My point is warmly shared, it seems, by others
present today.'

The Impact of Ideology on
Soviet Military Policy
Henry Shapiro Severalieferenees,'Were made
to the influence, theldsbology f supposed to
wield over Soviet military doctrines or foreign
policy Insofar as 4his relates to Marxist-Lenin-

I believe the influence is exaggerated. The
soviets educate thteryoung and their lead-
ership cadres in the terminology of the faith, as
we do with formal Christianity; but the impact
on dection- making is, at best, tangential Their
actions- in Budapest, in Prague and in the
Middle east were not instruments of a "World
revolution...They were expreSsions of traditional
nationalism and Russian interest. In thiS regard,
Khrushchev was the last messianic ideologue to
sit in the Kremlin His hardzline colleagues,
such as Suslou and Ponomaitv, are still sup-
posed to indoctrinate the cadres, but they do
not play an active role in making policy

Stephan G Thomas. But indoctrination func-
tions, are nOt unimportant in a system when
leadership-changes are imminent and external
pressures are worrying. The Ideologues in Mos-
cow have to contend with the dissidents at
home and with the schismatics abroad who
flaunt their contagious Euro-communism They
must also persuade their young of Russia's su-
periority over the decadence and consumer
blandishments of the West. This is a difficult
challenge when the USSR is no long in the
vanguard of world revolution. In Leninist term,
as the Chinese constantly remind them, they
have become a revisionist power.

Otto Pick I would go a step further I believe
that their messianic ideology, which is sup-
posed to prepare their youth for a 'long haul'
combat with unreliable capitalists, is steeped in
an ancient Slavophilism. It is best represented
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by Solzhenytsyn, a Russian visionary who
w Id give us considerable trouble if he ever
re laced his former qppressors in the Kremlin

Ph .pe Deshormes That .-15 an excellent point
But not underestimate the need of Brezhnev
and his'colleagues to resort to Leninist analysis
They argued with the Portuguese communists
that their tactics, first of coArontation and then
Of cooperation, were inaccurate in ideological
terms Now they have to correct Georges
Marchais and the PCF who have come to en-
dorse the French nuclear capability and the
force de frappe If they ever disperfSe With
ideological rhetoric there will be !Aft cam-
ouflage left for the Russian national interests
that remain constant beneath their diplomatic
posturing

Martin J Hillenbrand. We must tolistinguish be-
tween the ideological difficulties'with which the
Soviets now struggle Traditional forms of
Slavophilism are rejected in Poldnd, Hungary or
Yugoslavia, yet each regime must somehow be
kept in line. Their youth recognize that party in-
doctrination will play a small role in their daily.
lives or in their career expectations Yet they
must be motivated tco, serve in the nation's mili-
tary and 'economic cadres They must also be
taught to despise the ,materialism of the West
and to withstand the doctrinal assaults of the
Chinese'

Brent Scowcroft We cannot, deny that China
creates a major anxiety for the Soviets. They
may not envisage an immediate war with their
powerful ex-allies in Peking but they cannot fore
get that China will possess a major nuclear
force in ten or'fifteen years time China's nucle-
ar development has been slower than we might
have expected andeit does not directly threaten
us now. Soviet negotiators at: SALT are always
mindful, however. of the power that the Chinese
will command one day.

Sir Frank Roberts. Soviet anxieties are indeed
well founded. The empty spaces of Siberia are
alarmingly close to the great population centers
ofManchuria. and China insists that they Were
taken in a fit of Czarist colopialism under a set
Of unfair treaties, Obviously, the Chinese have
created cipsiderable embarrassment for the
Soviets 'overseas, In their maneuvering in the
4'hird World and 'in their denunciations at the

.:=7, U.N. Mille at home the Soviets must contend
&with the images 'of dedication and hard work
that the Chinese broadcast to the youth of the.
USSR and Eastern Europe. If we have any
doubts left about the ideological threat posed

'by China we need simply look at their influence
in halting the Soviets' attempts to reassert their

s

s
leadership of the coniniunist camp in recent
congresses of the world's communist parties

Soviet Interests Outside Europe
Walter Goldstein I foresee a new problem
emerging outside Europe in Africa Western
powers were tempted to create new Vietnams in
Angola or Somalia, fortunately without success
But there will be a greater temptation to inter-
vene as civil war spreads into Rhodesia, Nami-
bia and Sobth Africa What will we do major
bloodshed upsets the white settler regimes in
southern Africa? We can either remain passive
and insist that Mr Carter's emphasis upon hu-
man rights precludes mil. support for an em-
battled, racist minority Or we can declaVe that
the black revolutionary friendeOf our enemies
are threatening to world peace, stnce_they are
enemies of our white friends Whatever the out-
come, I foresee a great political turmoil in the
Western capitals as the race wars of Africa un-
fold

Nor would I be complacent about the revolu-t
tions that might come' to upset many of the 42
countries that have entered into military al-
liances with the United States, especially in Lat-
in America or Southeast Asia Reformers and
revolutionaries might take our stand on human
rights seriously and overthrow the mil jun-
tas and the repressive regimes (in %OW Korea,
Brazil or Singapore) to which we have given
massive military assistance. Will the electorates
of the West .grow tired of the many repressive
regimes that 4we are committed to, support, or
will we summ49 a neiv threat Of communist
subversion every time a dictator falls?

Wolf Graf Von Baudissin I agree that these
prospects are troubling and divisive. But they
are also threatening to the Soviets as well They
will.not gain much from colonial interventions in
Ethiopia or Angola, not even with Cuban
proxies. On our side, 9 think that Admiral
Strauss has overponte the threat, in purely
strategic terms, that a Soviet-backed force
Could mount in 'Africa. The Soviets would- not
want to cu/ the vital supply of Western oil that
come from the Persian Gulf around the tip of
Africa. First, they depend to an ever greater ex-
tent upon the trade and high technology that
comes from the West; it would not profit them if
our industrial stability and our oil supplies were
seriously disrupted. Second, if their naval
forces in the area interdicted our supply lines, .
this would clearly be a casus belli. Until the So-,
viets are ready, to challenge us in a global w2r
they are not likely to harass our oil tankers
sea.

Brent Scowcroft. I tend to support these judg-

ments I said that the Soviet and Cuban inter-
vention in Angola was prompted by their ca-
tastrophic failures in the Middle East
.As far a's Southern Africa is concerned, '-

think that it is probably correct to anticipate that
grave turmoil in the Western capitals will mount
as we determine how best to respond For the
time being, the South Africans are anxious to
assist the progress of the U S and U K in-
itiatives They. realize that if they were to sup-
port the intransigent regimes in Rhodesia and.
Namibia, it would not be,to their benefit in the
long run They need to buy time, to formulate
moderate and durable solutions Refusing Ito
make concessions now could suweed only in
polarizing the conflicts of the futujOand in en-
couraging the violent men looking for radical
outcomes

Sir Frank Roberts By way of a concfieion let
me interject a last point We have noted that
ideological determination and world r*Olution
are not characteristics of preseni Soviet prac-
tice the Soviets pursue limited adventures
overseas and an increased military program at
home, it is because they need to buy some in-
surance for the long haul, as Otto Pick Rut it
They are not looking to a destruction of today's
detente but to securing stronger option.S in the
conflicts that might emerge in the 1980s They
are impressed by the superior resources of the

own strength by challeng*ur positions
Western world, but they m feguard their

where they can and by wearing down our deter-
mination to meet them in a protracted conflict

Along these lines, I am worried abtut the new
generatiorolSoviet leaders Their aging cadres
recall the Steliniit pines, the victories of*rld
War ll and the deManding sacrifices for re-
construction They are now old, 'cautious acid
relatively content with the woo" of co-exis-
tence. Will the younger cadres, share their belief
that a protracted conflict requires conservative
initiatives and the avoidance,of excessive risks?
Will They agree that the Cuban missile crisis of
1962 reflected the political limitations that must
be imposed upon the useof,military force? We
have failed to consider their generation gap, but
we will return to the issue in the last session of
this anielinie

A.
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Which is the West
That is Likely
to Survive?
Waltertolbtein

*a,

quiet revolution began in
the world politic4system
a few years ago, and its

momentum is nowgathering speed. in 1973, tlae
Vietnam war ended and the OPEC oil squede,
began. These two events signalled that a sharp
change had come after twenty-five years of mili-
tary confrontation between the North Atlantic
and the Warsaw Treaty powers Attention began
to turn from the unsettled balance of nuclear
terror to the more immediate anxieties of world
trade and monetary problems As each nation'';
concern for inflation, recession and balance of
payments difficulties mounted, the traditional
conceptions of Cold War confrontation dimin-
ished Economic anxieties. both, at home and
overseas, began to replace military tensions in
newspaper headlines and in parhamentary_ de-
bates,

The nation-states of the Western world are
obsessed today with their industrial short-com-
ings and with their vulnerable dependence
upon the international economy Policy con-
flicts within NATO and the defense establish-
ments are considerably less important than na-
tional maneuverings within the IMF, GATT,
OECD and the CIEC (the Conference on Inter-

. national Economic Cooperation, otherwise
e known as- the North-South dialogue). Military
, strategists still clamor for an increase in de-

fense expenditures and weapons deployments,
but their advocacy does not receive the atten-
tion they once commanded Instead, Cabinet
meetings are pre-occupied with questions of
wage-price inflation, reductions in welfare ex-
penditures and manipulations of the monetary
supply The last three 'summit' meetings of
Western leaders, convened by Presidents Ford
and then Carter, were devoted to issues of in-
ternational trade and tariffs rather than to the
perennial issues of NATO strategy and East-
West détente.

The reasons for this switch in policy concern
are immediately evident. The surge of econornic
expansion, that we saw in the years between
the Korean and Vietnam wars, has clearly come
to an end. Each nation in. the Western wad
now has to cope with a set of desperately worri-
sorneproblerns. They can be briefly summa-
rized:

1. There is an overall deficit of S45 billion in the.
balance of payments of the Western world. It
stems largely from the 500% increase in oil
prices and the Impact of worldwide Inflation. It

ProfeSsor Goldstein teaches at the State University of
New York at Albany Hew the chairman of the Univer-
sity Seminar on Technology and Social Change at Co-
lumbia University and a consultant, to the United Na-
tions, IBM and AT&T He has written extensively orr in-
ternational polita,and on trade wars.

...
has prompted national governments to open
trade war assaults dpon their neighbors and
competitors Their obtedtive is to boost export
and to curb import trade in a manner that will
generate the hard-currency earnings necessary
to finance their expenSive energy bills.

2 An era of.'stagflation' /las seized hold in the
West Rapid rates of economic growth have dis-
appeared; in their place have appeared the
twin, dread evils of permanent inflation and a
high level of unemployment Productive %opa-
city lies idle in many economies, there has been
an attegdant decline in real income, in social
services and in the dynamic of economic ex-
pansion

3 There Has been a false celebration of 'inter-
dependence in the world s market place
Though nations are strongly lin ed within trade
blocs and common markets, an though East-
West and North-South ties ha e multiplied,
each nation' has become vulner le to mone-
tary surges and floating devaluation in the sup-
ply of liquidity The autonomy of the national
economy has been gravely eroded, and the sov-
ereignty of democratic governments has con-
sequently been impaired

4 The impacriif glObal economic change has ''"
imposed a set of almost insuperable difficulties
upon Western governments Try as they will,
democratiC administrations in Britain, France.
Italy and many countries have been unable to
contend with the imperative course of econom-
ic decline, Even the 'locomotives economies, in
the United.States and the Federal Republic of
Germany, have had to limit their foreign policy
options in order to safeguard their monetary re-
serves. their energy supplies or the stock of do-
mestic jobs

5. The relianle of Western capital and ind ustry,
upon markets in the,East and in the jhird World
has brought a revolution in international affairs 4
The nuclear solidarity of the West began to
fragment as NATO allies competed for trading
advantagevoverseasin order to shore up their
failing economic st tictures at home. Industrial

has be me the critical concern and
milit ry Preparedness the depdndent variable of
We ternern diplomacy. This hasre/ersed e

sta e priorities se$ during twenty years Cold
War. ' ' /

The outcome of these sweeping chang as
come to generate a surprising level of pe si-
mism, despair and Hardship in the Western
!lance. Governments have been elected, often
es weals, coalitions, to repair each nation's declin-
ing fortune, bui few of them have succeeded in
reversing or Even halting the onset of in-
ternational decline. After three years of reces-
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sion it now appears that a Western blocewill
probably survive, but only if the stock of Pro-
ductive wealth can be conserved and enlarged
by a pint action program( It is conceivable that
such a program will never begin The stimulus
of the cold War has receded, and the West can
no longer be rallied by invoking future threats
of nuclear chaos Nations today, must contend
with the brtiellsig rivalries of world trade rather
than with the bipolar thrust of a nuclear arms
race The brinksmanship tests of Western re-
solve that appeared in Berlin in 1948 or in the
Cuban missile crisis of 1962 have been re-
placed, though noj, resolved, by the multilateral
maneuverings that pre-occupy the IMF. the BIS,
GATT, OECD and OPEC

The Classification of N tion States
The nations of the world wer once categorized
by the colonial empire, the ollective saurity
alliance or the military supply ource with which
they.were associated Today ttieir.political affi-
liations are determined by the trade bloc and
currency float to which they belong In most
cases, their economic opportunities are of
greater significance than their diplomatic integ- .
My, the domestic and the foreign policy behav-
ior of an insolvent nation, such as fiance or the
U.K can vividly demonstrate these devel-
opments. Three categories of nations can.be'
seen in the world of mobnting trade wars.

1 The first world, with which we are largely
concerned, comprises the twenty-four rich
states gathered in OECD. They are the free
market and the liberal, capitalist democracies of
Western Europe, North ArneAca,,tlapan and
Australia They are rich in purchasing, power
and relatively affluent in their standards of liv-
ing Governed by multi-party political systems.
though often in weak coalitions,"they tend to
limit the intervention of government, agencies`
into Weir market economies Fundamentally,
they have come to rely upon a free flow of in-
vestment capital, multi-national production and
inlernationel trade activity Their commitment.to
free trade may once hate been a source of
strength, but it is nowean awesome vulnerability
Unless they can survive in the demanding
scramble for worltrade? their currencies' will
weake eir .production lines will close, their
balancef payments will falter and they will be
internally torn by the fakes of inflation.

It is instructive to note that in the last twenty
years the Western nations saw tpeir GNP in-
crease by a factor of two while their aggregate
earnings in world trade grew by a factor of five.
The implicattpns were obvious A national econ-
omy was only as strong as its performance in
World trade would allow, if 'Mattered it would .

-experience a headlong jleclioe 1n per capita

4 4
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the under-developed world is riven with internecine conflicts, domestic upheavals
and a motmting burden kof surplus. unskilled people.
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GNP and in its relative standards of living Con-
taining only one-quarter of the world's popu-
lation. the Western world enjoyed three-quar-
ters of all trade earnings and of gross world
produGt (G W P) But its dominant position is
now threatened by anarchy in the international
economy and by p competitive divisiveness in
its own ranks' The sense of doom spreading
through many Western economihris not nusr
placdd Their place in the sun is severely threat-
ened.

2 The second world comprises the communist
members of Comecon in Eastern Europe and
the USSR as well as the maverick economy
of China Insisting upon various modes of cot-
lectivist planning and government Control of in-
dustry, the twelve nations of the Second world
are more divided by the ideologies of planning
than military defense The resources are clear-
ly inferior to those of the 24 economies in
OECD, and this has moved them .from a military,
détente with the West to a full-scale pursuit of
industrial cooperation. Their growth rates have
'begun to move in accord with the pace of boom
or recession set by Western trade tempo; ironi-
cally, this has reduced their ability to initiate
military probes- or diplomatic forays,'Comecon
his become increasingly _dependent Upon
Western investment credits, foreign trade and
industrial technology Running a huge deficit
with the West that could exceed $100 billion by
1980, it has abandoned its reVolutionary -pre-
tences Tri 'order to sub-optimize its industrial
aoilabbration with the Western powers. Thotfgh
the Warsaw Treaty nations have maintained a
high level of military spending, they. have ac-
quired a revisionist interest in stabilizing -1t e ex-
change rather than he confrontation val-. N _ues of the current.World order:

:f
1 The third world of one hundre,d less devel-

. oped countries (LDCs) has come to dominate
the rhetoric of trie.U4s1 and other:Mternatioital
agencies, Ou't ktsjeatliower standiridis remaiK-
ably weak. Twenty-fiVC...qt the nations enjoy -a
greater affleence an41 capacity for development
than theif seventy-five impayerished and teem-
ing neightrors, The.twenty-fiye Include.,the re-
-source-rich 'nations (a dolein of wpich belong to
OPEC) andltie regimes that, have attracted sfz-'
able Western investments, such as Brag, Mexi-

-rCO3°Taiwati; Singapore, Soutti. Korea and Ni-
geria, Thri-remainingLDCs in the'lourfftworld'

-ire impoverished ang will remain so in
tury to come; thilSP-include India, Pakisteri;:tn-
donesia and-aLleast Icifftstafee Afftcp '

:The underdeallpped..WCITId is rlien;With
der114*c upheiyalis and a,

trjeunithg:liuriff.ck:Eff silipilik,--unskIlled people
-? one-party dictator-

0

ships or repressive oligarchies, they resent the
'free trade imperialism' and the neocolonial ex-
ploitation that they associate with either the for-
mer empires or the domineering dollars of they
West Many of their citiA shelter Of one tall it ,-

so) ten million slum - dwellers apiece, their ex-
ce4populations will overwhelm all possible'
welfare arrangements and environment controls
before the turn of the century

Most'of the LDCs are not impressed by the
diplomatic courting or the miniscule aid that
they receive from the coMmumst world But few,
of them will admit the painful truth that their fu-
ture strength depends to"'d significant extent on
their ability to attract Western investments or
trade They know that roughly one-third of the
balances of paymenteof.Europe and theliSA is
derived Iron, North-South exchanges, they also
recognize that this North-South trade 'flow ie

' critical to theabuoyariCy and expansion of the
'post industrial' world Unfortunately,, their
terms of trade are so weag that they can delve
little gain from theirtranSections with the O.
bloc Their currencies are too soft to strike
good bargains, and their export earniegs ere,in-
adequate to purchase thkprice-inflated imports.'
mat mey

- preponderance in the world population Will re-
ducelheir leverage;_nof increase it. Mast of the
LDCs can not realistically hope to raise their
opportunities for wArk or to expand the bare
necessities for sucvivai. It will not be surprising
if they ?le:in to regional wars, as in ttie horn of
Africa, simply to let off steam and to ease their,
populationdressures They might yet prove,that
the dire pricitcNons of the Reverend Malthus
were flawed bybothlusm, .

Which is the Weit That Will Survive?
This gloomy tour d'histrzon tends to confirm

the verfouel.,Feludtces that Sperigler, Marx, or
Toynbee ariiculated,in predicting
aeclisle of bourgems,dyilization. We were dryer,,,

sled from their ,predictions during most, of thisio
acEntury, first by the Violent demands of

World Wars, then by the military arms race of
the Cold War, and, then by the economic growth-
and the u,nprecedented'consumer affluence
that ensued. We were' rudely.aWakened after
the Middle East war in 1973 and by the OPEC
oil sqiieeze that followed. Western governments
complained bitterly, but many of them fell be-
fore the.-next-rou,nd of devaluations ang recein.

"---$191,1..hadAn its ciditi.,Se., Each nation sought f
the 'political.formulaihat could revitalize
economy 'at home while simultaneously enlar

_ling its share of world trade. Most of them f
"abyssmally. ,

to locate the fllusive formula$.;for
portAd growth, -that mirage beguiling all MT

esters of Finance, the Western governments be-
gan to recognize that not even the stability of
the political system could be taken for granted.
Greater claims upon public revenues were ad-
vanced as unemployed youth, under-privileged

,minorities and ethnic separatists clamored for
more work or welfare benefits. Their claims in-
creased as the economic resources in many na-
ttchs drained away, Conventional eco'norm,ts
and radical theorists, alike, were unable to for-
mulate convincing solutiOns The PCI, the PCF,
the Labour parties, the CDU and _conservative
interests did-not know what to do Nations ex-
perimented with expenditure reductions and
pay pauses to shore up their exchange reserves
or to suppress inflation, but none of the suc-
ceeded Growth rates sank as energy lbrices
rose, and political disaffection grew propor-
tionately with unemployment and inflation As a
result, cautious coalitions blundered forward..
but .their electorates lost confidence, they were
no longer sure that the.comfortable, bourgeois
and expansive order could rise to meet the
challenge's of the next decades.

Three Models for Growth
Basically, there are three models of world or-

der that Can be conceived from. a Western per-
spective. The first,, two command conSiderable
popular support even though they are starkly
unrealistic and undesirable! The third involves a
profound systems change but it As not suffi-
ciently explicit to guide public policy or suffi-
ciently conventional to appeal to electorates
bent upon conserving the status quo. As a re-
sult of this intellectual, impasse, a phenomenal
political hypocrisy has developed. Widespread
demands are made to shore up a social order
that may nO longer be- feasible, doomed to fail-
ure, the economic policies of the day have
depressed the optimistic beliefs of Western so-
ciety and inhibited political judgment The con-
sequences-are highly regrettable Attention
tends to focus-upon the first two of,the.models
of futuie world circler whifi-the third is largely
ignored, It intellectual evl'§ion that pose
the worst threat to the survival of Western domi-
nance. '7*

1, The laissez faire model is the least desirable
and the most likely to be pursued. It requires
that no costly or reformist action betaken to ar-
reS.CMc course.of natio-iiiriyalnis,"c`urrericy
MeneUvers and trade wars.on whi we two

barked, The model simply posits- at in"Mir
g anarchy of world-trade the fittest states
live. It is regretted, 9( course, that they

,to_resort to-the wjles oreconomic nap,
anti fiscal rivalry to win their advan-

ut these are dismissed as natural.b.
in-the race for growth.
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A few steps have already been taken Tariff
bbarriers and import quotas have been imposed
on Japanese steel, televisions and cars
ported on both sides of the Atlantic Many other
strategems will be deployed as the strongest or
the most protectionist of nations enter the corn-
petitton Currency snakes will be pushed into
devaluation tunnels or 'dirty floats', incoming
foreign investments Will be favored with illicit
fax waiverssand export subventions, even
though GATT-ind EEC rules forbid both prac-.
tines Such, maneuvers in the 1930s produced a
worldwide depreasion, each nation sabotaged

sits neighbors' trading opportynities and every,
one weht into recession A renewed com-
petition* 'beggar thy neighbor' has begun and
many Of the Western nations are now ready to
escalate their performance They mistakenly be-
lieve thattheir solo performance will allow them
alone to contain domestic inflation and to pay
for their external fuel bills The myopia in their
calculations is politically popular and economie-
ally absurd.

The-absiudity of. trade wars or of 'free trade
Imperialism' has not deflected government poll;
cy in the past, Only ten years ago the U.S. Trea-
sury developed a new variant; it financed the
budget deficits and the inflationary costs of the

Wietnam war by flooding allied capitals with bit-
'lions of over-Valued dollars and artificially
prided investments. Germany and Japan are
today seeking a.cheap revenge by undervaluing
(or 'dumping') their goods and currency surplus'
on their friends. If they pla.YVP by the agreed
rules their vital export trade would be priced
Iiieyond'the reach of world markets.

There is no cause for optimpm in the laissez
faire model. Nvative-surn,games do not pla9
themselves oUTOnbe a new balance is struck;
they lend to spiral upwards and accelerate as
more actors strain to compete. It is likely that a
thorough dislocation of the global trading sys-
tem could materialize, as it did in the 1930s, be-
fore this model is finally abandoned by industri-
al Darwinists and conventional Treasury offi-
clefs A.

2. The West rampant is the second Model that
beguiles 'mould? enthusiasm It posits a unified
and a militant spirit in the Western world that
could prompt us to take arms egaigst a sea of
Doubles. lit its most extravagant version it calls
for a)-day invasion to seize the oil -rich deserts
Of the Persien gulf (One set of- professional
consultants SST the Pentagon has already laid
out a conting6ncy plan for such an absurd pow-
er--playS It alto calls for a ganging up against
'the weikker_playersin the.game; this might pro-
grtakcifortible depression of copper bauxite,
-ttn'7.7br Coffee priceS by temporarily, flooding
world MarkeiS with reserve stocks or by ma-

.

. _ ,

o-

nipulating'commoV-p-aces- 4s arlotptr tactic,1 decisive Initead of pursuing the anarchy advo-
the West cotAlsNippresaith price of primary cated by laissez faire enthusiasts, or the militarit"

East -West power plays, the thirdmodel presumes
that a certain sanity and pre-emptive planning
can be broughtrto the international economy
ad the course of realism and planning were to Pe
pursued, it posits, the beggar thy neighbor
tactics of trade warfare would have to be fore-
sworn. so, too. would the fiscal manipulations
that crept into use once the fixed, exchange-
rate agreements set out at Bretton Woods had
been dissolved Negotiations to harmonize and
regulate trade (that are now talked to death at
GATT, at Geneva and the CIEC Conferences)
would_ have to move from rhetoric to action
Governments would have to honor a new set of
trading constraints and they would have to fmd
a greater sympathy for t'Re weakening nations in
the world trade contest Unfortunately, it it not
likely that Wattern electorates will agree to ei-
ther condition as both would affront their sense
of national interest and of competitive econom-
ic prowess.

There is little hope that. such a radical set of
agreements will ever be negotiated At present,
the scramble among 'nations to-finance their in-
creasing energy cost is highly destabilizing.16-
stead of rationalizing the supply and the con-
servation of oil flows in the consuming nations,
there is e blind drive forward to compete for'a
resource that w4I1 become more scarce as the
century closes iergy planning has bee-0/101p
with stepticism in most countries and inter-
national markets Unless it is programmed by oil-
companies as gigantic and multi-national as Ex-
xon or Royal Dutch Shelyklanning is assliti-
ated today with bureaucratig,rituals insensitive

-to market forces Dingiste planning by nation
states has been particularly condemned; it is
supposed to be inefficient, cumbersome, costly
and chauvirlist. Worse still, it reinforces the na-
tionalist eircirS that Adam Smith had identified
with "neomercantilism 4niThe Wealth of Nations
as long ago as 1776

Tf.-Oral Gas have own their confidence in the The alternative arrangements offered by na-
Soviet regime and in e.long-run letente by ac- tional planning and international cooperation
cepting repaymentfor their current investments are difficult to categorise but their possible ben-
and technology over decades to come Theit. efits Can be conjectured, If the industrial econo-

.ther oil deliveries or in Chemical products. As the West ever harmonized their mone-mies of
hard-driving businestalen who take,riski only tary, taxation and growth schedules (as the

EEC had once intended), they could move to-vThen future prbfits are assured, titiec.cln-
gether to curb Inflationary surges and devalue -

Perhaps
in Soviet behavior remains unMeri:

Perhaps it is time to review the axioms,of West- !Ion floats Though they would have to look at-
ern strategy. Indeed, it might be wise ob- ter political clatms and unemployment problems
jective of the Western alliance were now aimed on the home front,. the Western democracies

could still subordiDate some of their nationalat collectively exploiting the, communist world
and not containing itl economic programs to the needs of the inter-

national economy This, would ,require a costly
3 The third model is less simple, popular or sacrifice. So costly, unhappily, that most gov-

products by m }!ring the 4_Des.hito a hu- tiolicies nee ed to strong-arm North-South and
initiating depresA 1 letheir currencies and
their terms of trader 1would force them into
accepting the bully Oita of% buyers' market

A more fanciful nano can envisage the re-
location of multi- abortal inyestrhents and pro-,
ductiOn from anmountry that elects an 'unre-
liable' or leftist government tojorcefully restrain
the international movement of capital The prec-
ededis are realistic and reassuring to the model
makers Multi- national firms began to 'run away'
when the Italians imposed tight'pricerwage and',
'exchange controls to recent years, BP, GE. Sie-
mens andven-Fiat moved their new plant else-
where and closed soMeyof the old investment
capital flowed out of Rome and Paris as the
vote for the left rose an the prospects.for com-
munist involvement in government improved
Should the con Ws' over EEC and,,U S. tariffs
ever be settled,lr will be tempting for bcith to
join forces in fighting the Japanese. Both will
find it 'defensive' to tax Toyota and Datsun out
of the Atlantic markets or to prevent their carm-

-tal-intensive and beach-head plants from enter-
ing California and .Ireland. Both the U.S. and
!he EEC will by tempted tcrargue that a little
proteationIsm does -no harm, especially whek.,
they consider the millions olobs that must be

-Saved in Detroit, in Wolfsburg or in lilirmingham
The greatest irony in a West rampant would

appear in.its-aggressive puriustbot only of
Noqh-South but also of East-West power plays
The opening shots have,eireadysliegun The
idle steel plants °tithe EEC hope to von-pro-
curement for the Natural gas pipelines and the
chemical refineries to be built in tlyee U.6 ,SR.
and Eastern Europe.,Renaultind Mfircedes are
heavily involved in the Kama Rivei truck 'plant
and Fiat has bUilt a huge assembly line in Tog-

- liattigrad Both projectsaretlintrolled by so-
phisticated U.S. computers, nd both were ft-
nanced with aedits managed by Western bank-
ing syndicates in the,Euro-dollar market. The

%,..rnanagers of umitoMo and El Paso Nat-.

9,0
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, .
ernments would simply refuse any surrender of
their industrial sovereignty to aallied or to a
supra-national agency To cttekNust one ex-

..

le ample Germany and Japan have resisted the
appeal of the U.S. and OECD to re'valkie their
currency upwards and teconstrairi their

.e
pow-

IP erful pgformance in export competition They
fear that jobs would be lost and exgort opportu-
nities surrendered if they ever succumbed to,
the reflationary appeals of their weaker allies
and trading partners.

Another aspect of this third--stratagem to
stabilize-Western wealth is even more daunting.
If the loW-growth projqchons of many countries
are ever to be raised upward, multi-national
fi s and banks will have to switch their geo-
raphical priorities in deploying capital in-

vestments and production schedules Since
they command the largest aggregations of capi-
tajsources and patented technology in-the

'trading 'system, they will have to deploy their
woalth where it is most needed rather an mov-
ing it to the countries where the ret n on in-
vestment is most profitable. In this cases a GE
or an ICI, would be obliged to place new in-

. vestments in Liverpool or Brazil and not in the
U S. or the EEC. and the French banks, natidn-

.:- eked though they are, might have to finance
new projects at home rather than in Texas or
Osaka It seems unlikely that they will follow

;7- such political liadVice in the years to come un-
less they are subieeted to a powerful set of in-
ternational agreements and global sanctions

The critical ingredient in the third model qt
Western development is that of investment plan-.
fling. If investment credits and production re-.
sources are allowed, to concentrate where the
opportunities are most lucratne, the giant cor-
porations and banking syndicates will .profit but
their home economies will lose Volkswag#n, will

. escape the escalating wage rates in Wolfsburg
by building new plants, as they have already be-
gun, in Brazil and Mexico A million jobs in the
U.S. eleCtronics industries have already been
exported from Chicago and California to Taiwan
anSingapore; the weekly wage in these LOCs
Mess then the hourly compensation paid in the
Midwest it is of little consolation to the unem-
ployed workers of Turin or Lille that their own
multi- national firms have obeyed the lows of
comparative advantage by locating their new
plant and investments overseas. Economists
can ju'stify the move by nOting that it will
achieve, as they put it, an 'equalization of inter-
national factor costs.' But it is of little benefit to
the unemployed that gdods will be theoretically
cheaper it.production and trade move from their
inflation-ridden oCondmies at home to the more
conservative environments to be found abroad.
(where, it so happens, labor unionS and collec-
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tive bargaining are proscribed) Nor does it
benefit their home governments when welfare
and unemployment expenditures have to mul-

tiply hs a result of the free trade flight of capital
and jobs

A balanced and collective effort at planning in
the West would have to modify the free play of
market forces This would obviqusly implement
a major heresy Capital exchange _controls
would have to constrain the movement of cor-
porate and Euro-dollar funds; multi-national
tips would haite to attend to economic needs
at home before they set about the optimizing of
profits in world markets, and the 'seven sister'
giants in the oil industry would have to satisfy
political as well as financial imperatives in con-
ducting their business

The outcome of this third model of growth
strategy can be briefly stated The systemic divi-
sion of labor settling upon the Western world
would have to be interrupted At present, the
weaker economies are being relegated to the
less productive and the labor-intensive work of
the world economy As a result, tht. U,K and
lialytare growing considerably poorg, than their
more industrial rivals, within a _decade they
could be as poor as Spain or Greece, and their
go;iernments might be strikingly dependent
upon the sub-contracts or the Euro-dollar loans
tende;ed by multi-national firms and banking
syndiCates

Worse still, the internal division of labor within
each economy would have to be halted Today
there are bountifutrewards for the skilled work-
ers in the corporate sector, and wage penalties
plus job insecurity for those outside it An _effort
would have to be made to balance the produc-
tivity benefits and the tax burdens of both sec-
tors if social injustice, youthful unemploymenk
and other inequities were to be corrected.
Since this would entail a fundamental change in
the economic structure of each nation, and in
the stand-off between their public and private
sectors, it is utterly unlikely that such a strategy
will be adopted.

Conclusion
The intellectual hypocrisy ot lhe Western

world, it has. been suggested,is the worst threat
that it must overcome Experts and electorates,
alike, call stridently today for radical action, and,
they condemn political leaders for failing to ad-
vance effective plani Yet the only plans that
might work are currently objeCtionable They
would lead to a widespread planning of scarce
resources, energy supplies, industrial jobs and
corporate investments, and they would deflect
the free play of market forces. It can be argued,
of course, that considerable intervention by dir!-
giste forces has already been accepted by
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Western nations and that few of them adhere to
traditional concepts of economic capitalism.
Recent elections in Europe and North America
have demonstrated, however, that electorates
and opinion leaders can accept the realities 01--
a 'mixed' economy only so long as the prin
ciples of collectivism (as in the planning or ra-
tional allocation of resources) are not invoked
in,public debate Public sector planning is wide-
ly accepted, it seemS, if no one advances a the-
oretical a'rgument mats defense

The hypocrisy is seen at its worst in the aver-
sion to any discussion of the emerging division
of labor. No national leader cares to raise the
specter of a specialization of skills and rewards
in the generation of wealth On the international
level, this suggests that once proud nations are
no longer fit for capital-intensive and high val-
ue-added work It also assumes that their time
in the sun will end when the multi-national arbi-
terg of investment decide that they should move
their wealth broad

On the domestic level the prognosis is quite
ai forbidding. The division of labor between the
favored workers in the export iridustries.;and the
disfavored or the unemployed elsewhere has
produces a great gap in living standards and
income eXpectations If they can afford to do-
so, public sector agencies must try to finance
welfare subsidies and employment assistance to
enlarge lob opportunities; if they can not, they
must concede a greater latitude to capital inter-_
ests and to the needs of corporate profit. Byt in
the latter case, civil strife and political disaffec-
hpn will be intensified and the structure of the
body politic undermined. It is to' counter this'
danger that the private sector is ready to work,
if only in .a token manner, wittr the indicative
planners in public agencies,

These the realistic and the threatening is-
sues which most governments do not
choose to contend. Elected as fragile party coa-
litions, and often by a minority of the electorate,
Cabinet leaders enjoy neither the political
strength nor the intellectual conviction to pro-
vide the leadership that is required. Unfortunate-

the economic confusion and the political in-
consistencies generated by Western govern-
ments are now reaching serious dimensions.
Extensions of defense spending are often called
for, not to cope with communist military threats,
but to bolster high techn,ology industries and
aerospace exports. Tariffs and trade protection
are implemented on a selective basis and with-
out consideration for their international, con-
sequences, because special interests have
ceeded in their strident pleading, Multi-national '
firms and banks hOve claimed to serve as good
corporate citizens of a world economy.bUt their
actions havethelped deprive their own. home-

t
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land of investment funds and prodiictive jobs
Thecentral banks have failed to harmonize
their separate mantpylations of the monetary
supply or tO reconcile their actions with those
of corporate treasurers Worst of all perhaps is
the hypocritical denunciation of the OPEC t ar-
hit for folloWing the zero-sum gamesr that have
long been urged at home by laissez faire en-
thusiasts

- The awesome fact remains that the stern
world comprises a set of nation states that are
economically weaker and technologically infen-
Or to the world markets that supposedly unite
them The political institutions of the liberal
state are less potent and expansive than those
of the international econoniy Moreover, the
clientele or the constituencies of the two

,groups no longer overlap. It was once thought
that a nation s work force would earn its just re-
wards through the global implementation of free
trade, and that the laws of comparative advan-
tage would distribute the cheapest benefits and
the largest ewards to the most vigorous na-
Lions in t international market place: The era
of free t de beliefs hasclearly ended

The assumptions of a free world market are
no longer tenable. Nation states do not auto-
matically -Rota from world trade, though they
increasingly depend on it Tner:can not afford,
it seems, to isolate themselves from global eco-
nomic forces, but neither can they ,submit their
political destiny to powerful-millet operations.
if nations struggle to break loose from the
grasp of international finance capital, through
protectionist and 'begghr thy neighbor' tactics,
they could weaken the basic superstructure of
world trade. But if they fail to break away, their
fortunes will decline They can not control the
International division of rewards, and they can
not reverse the raws of comparative advan-
tages.

Clearly, there is no simple or popular solution.,
,to resolve these dilemmas..Faced with unprece-
dented difficulties and economic complexities, it
is not surprising that many governments have
retreated Into the escapism of pOlitiCal inertia or
intellectual hypocrisy Techniques of 'muddling
through,' or of evading logical syllogism, are
well known to societal elites. So, too, are the
practices of bullying the weak while dividing the
,strong though no naticAl openly admits to
Such perverse motives of behavior The benefit
of these short:term subterfuges or policy substi-
tutes is that they spare the 'political and eco-
nomic leadership fFoirr the burden of making
difficult' policy choices. Inertia is usually pre-
ferred as a stimulus to public policy rather than
a radical reappasal of societal goals; and in-
action wins a greater approbation than the
energetic pursuit of radical programs.

The defect of our temporizing preferences is
.,evident time is beginning to run out rather rap-

idly The dominant position enjoyed by Western
interests and values has survived,-though not
without internal change, across party gener-
ations The nationalist divitions within the West,
and the downward social mobility with regard to
the rest of the international economy, are deter-
mined today by aggressive trade'rivalries The
second and third worlds, lyint roughly to the
East and the South, will not quickly replace the
dominant power to which the West is accus-
tomed Our lead in productive technology and
political engineering is too gleat to be-over-
taken, thougf it could always be smashed in a
global war Hopefully, that possibility will never
happen But the pace of relative decline will not
be easily halted or stabilized

It can be safely concluded that some form of
Westcryn dominance in world trade will survive
in the near and middle future But that we will

wild the world we should have chosenideally,
is not at all likely Given the pessimistic analysis
that has been attempted, a basic question must
still be asked Is there a sufficient skill, as well
as determination, to design a unifibd strategy
for a Western world that deserves to survive the
turmoils of change in the international econo-
my? Our long history of industrialachievement
and democratic politics can not justify, alone,
the ascendance to which we believe we are en-
titled Perhaps a more rigorous design for
growth and for outward - looking concern might
justify the continuing prosperity and security
which we hold to be our historical nght. But un-
less some action is taken in the near ftiture to
Curb the nationalist divisions and the false ex-
p'ectations of the Western world, it appears that
the courseof decline and disunity can only ac-
celerate.

DISCUSSION

Energy Policy and
Trade Bloc Problems
Brent Scowcroft. Therd is a question on energy
policy that must be raised in this review of
WeStern economic difficulties. It concerns the
future willingness of the OPEC countries to
pump out as much oil as we are obviously go-
ing to-need will they resist the temptation. to
decrease the volume and leave their oil in the
ground as an insurance for later needs?

In particular, we are concerned with Saudi
Arabia Its export surplus is larger than that of
any other OPEC member and its revenue needs
are considerably smaller than its present cash
earnings. Iran, Libya, Iraq and most of the other
OPEC states are anxious to pump and sell as
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march oil as the{can, in the short run, in order
to finance their domestic development. their
military and their welfare programs If the
Saudis ever chose to cut back on their volume,
to hoard their reserves for the next century,
they could afford to dp so buf we could not We
need access to their vast reserves to satisfy our
fast growing consumption schedules

This gives rise to a related, question Will the
producing and consuming nations succeed in
recycling the massive cash flows in the oil mar-
ket') The West's deficit of $45 billion in oil ex-
penditures can only be carried if we persuade
the OPEC members to either lend their wealth
or to invest their earnings in the trade and in-
dustrial expansion of their leading clients We
have tried to create a special credit facility in
which the less aiffluent nations can borrow the
funds necessary to finance their energy im-
ports But this credit-fund is probably not large
enough to do the job If a serious monetary
crisis is to be avoided in the next few years. we

, must improve the cash flow of both parties
While we try to stabilize the world's monetary
supply and its floating exchange rates, we must
also pay attention to the recycling of the billions
of petro-dolters flowing in the international
economy,

Martin J Hillenbrand Our concern with eco-
nomic dtfficultiei of the Western alliance has
raised important but confusing issues of trade
and monetary theory, It would de helpful if the
Western nations could agree to a new set of , 4.
rules, perhaps by extending the GATT rules
against trade warfare, and if they could codify a
new set of economic regulations I agree that
there are selfish, tiatiOnalist interests to be over-
come before a thorough, codification could be-
gin. There are many injuries that would be in-
flicted if we fail to devise a new set of rules; and
there are many benefits that could be gained by
coordinating fiscal measures or harmonizing
expansion programs

The 'objective of designing a system change
in world trade behavior is to suppress protec-
tionist tacticsr-pre-emptive devaluations and On-
fair competition. But there is an additional prob-
lem that must be recalled. It is not only the
Western nations that encounter grave diffi-
culties in adjusting to the uncertain conditions
in world trade The dozen communist nationps_
grouped in uneasy alliances in the second
world, are also troubled by the adjustments that
must be made. Their economic resources and

,their pace of economic development vary wide-
ly Some of them, particularly in Comecon, are
vulnerable to bscillations in Western prices, to
our inflationary rges and to our import cut-
backs. It was ously supposed by the 'Con-
vergence' th :ris S that the capitalist and com-
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Some form of Western dominance in world trade will survive . . But that we will build
the world we should have chosen. ideally, is not at all likely.

a

munist economies would come to resemble
each other rhis'proved to be false The collec-
tivist politics and the economic programs of the
Soviet and Chinese parties differ sharply from
those obtaining Jin the Wedt But Jo the extent
that they have become dependent upon
dustrial assistance, our wheat sales, our in-
vestment credits and our impor,t orders,. they
have come to share our need to stabilize world
trade and to adjust to its compelling impera-
tives

Walter Goldstein There is no doubt that the
communist world shares our concern for the in-
ternational harmonization of trade ancj mone-
tary policy In recent years, ComMunist propa-
ganda has' toned down Its assaults upon the
EEC. the IMF and GATT. and Rife satisfaction
has been expressed over the oitclifficulties ex-
perienced in the Western world It has dawned

emphasis. The one hundred LDCs meeting in
UNCTAD and the U td are greatly divided in ex-
pressing their interests Thercan not agree' ,n
a common strategy to maintain commodity

'prices, to control multi-national investments or
to promoteihN manufactured exports Many of
them are weak in managing their own econo-
mies or their domestic political arrangements
they accepted the limited assistance extended
by the EEC under the Yaounde and the Lome
agreements because of -their desperate needs
In fact, the EEC exploited their weakness by im-
posing upon thern,a new division of labour, as a
result the LDt.were forced to specialize at the
low end of the econric scale in producing pri-
mary pfoducts and goods with little added val-
ue, while forsaking the export oppertunities that
were discouraged by the EEC's tariff policies

\Walter Stahl, In the light of thistweakness, we
upon the communist nations that their own in- might ask whether a new Marshall Plan' could
dustrial future is closely interwoven with our be deg-rimed to stimulate their low level of devel-
own They have also noticed that' Western opment? Surely, It would not escape Weitern
banks ere more eager to do business, often at ingenuity to help raise' their miserable hying
the slimmest rate of profit, with our formal standards, to create jobs for their millions of
enemies in the East than with our informal unemployed, and to provide them with the pur-
friends in thd SoUthern hemisphere chasing power needed to buy the Western

But I must disagree with Brent Scowcroft's prodUcts that they so urgently require?
evaluation of OPEC's revenue needs Most of
its members have raced afield at an unwise Sir-Frank Roberts Unfortunately. more than

Western ingenuity will pe required A group ofipice to expand militarrbuild-up, industrial in-
experts in OECD receltlY discussed the con-(restructure. food imports and development ex-
cept of a new Marshall Plan, but the findings

con -

penditures. Three years ago we worried that
their surplus cash flow of $200 billion could ray- were strongly negative
age the stability of the Western economies This divided among the

Not only are the LDthemselves

and inefficient in
threat has not materialized. With the exception managing their own resources, but they .cannot
of SaudrArabia, which is cash rich, the OPEC match the favorable conditions that obtained in

Euiope in the 1940s when the ERP and theregimes have mortgaged their future revenues 6
to such a marked degree that they are eager to Marshall Plan first began Starting in the dark-
pump as much oil as they can. est days of the Cold War, the Marshall Plan was

not associated with the self- serving interests ofIt is true M curvesat'our future demand cues will
eventually Outstrip the supply estimates that the United States as a donor power; and for

their part, the recipient nations were ready andhave been projected for the11990s It is also
true that substitute sources of energy (such as willing to utilize this mac flow of assistance.

Oil and nuclear power) and substitute lo- The LDCs today do not enjoy, the skilled labor,
the political infrastructure 05. TB ecorTomic so-

U.S.
cations (such as Alaska, the North Sea and the

phistication that prevaildd in a war -to'rn EuropeU.S. continental shelf) will not restore the iMbal-
Beset by political upheavals and bdreaucraticonce between supply and demand. Never-
bottlenecks, many of them could not adjust totheless, it is a risky strategy for OPEC to leave

the infloCv of assistailte and the trading oppor-
future

reserves in the ground as an Insurance. for
tunities that,the West Could offer , . ,future earnings. Most of them needtto,tilaximile.

their earnings npv to head off domiAtic A clarification must be'entered on another is-
to establish their regional hegemony Few, of sue raised in this discussion, namely the role of
them are prepaied to sit on their oil for another the multi-national corporation (the MNC). It may
ten years in ,tbe h,pe that priceffwill.dOuble. . be true that the MNCS often bring the wrong
The stiategyV delay appears to be too risky to ty of investment to the LDCs, as in their pp-
their national governments. _of-capital-intensive industries that stunt -

The Pauperizing of the Third World
Charles Foster 'The internal and the internecine
weaknesses of the Third World require- furthg
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late labor-saving manufacturing in societies
teeming with surplus populations. But the MNCs
do bring considerable benefits to the host
States that they enter. They import management
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packages comprising new marketing skills, pro%
duction 'technologies that are appropriat81440- ,
cal skills, or investment partnerships that are,
formed w,ith local capital and management
terests. This is not exploitation in the
sense- bUt a mode of cooperative development', --
which greatly benefits the host economy. In-
deed, in some cases these affiliate or joint-ven-
ture operations in the LDCs have succeeded in
mounting 4 strong competition to Western ex-
ports Among many known instances I would
only cite the success of Indian firms in under-
cutting the prices of U S and. EEC exports in
the burgeoning markets of the Arabian Gulf

Walter Goldstein I myst dissent from the gath-
ering optimism about the LDCs on several
grounds First, the gap between the, rich and
the poor nation4 is not growing narrower but
wider their export, earnings have not risen at
the same rate as the inflated prices that they
must pay for npnufactured imports. Second.
per capita incothe has not increased to the ex- ';
tent that we enjoy in the West, our wealth
ranges from $2500 to 55000 a head but theirs
barely reaches $500:,Half a billiOrt people sub-
sist clue to starvation,- and in most places. ac-7
cording to U N data, they wHI ni#,Ixriove from
malnutrition to economic take-oflirtele Cen
tury

It is true that many of the LDCs lick the skill
to manage their own economies Unfortunately,
this has not prevented Western nations frOm ex-
ploiting their weakness.

We have built manufacturing facilities in many
of the cheapest wage economies to suit our
needs but not theirs. the idle_plant in Puerto.
Rico can serve as a warning of the future for
Taiwan or Singapore in this regard; when local
wagelateS rose slightlyr multi- national firms be-
gan to move from, the island' to cheaper loca-
tions, leaving the host state with an unbalanced
and still undeveloped economy and with no al-
ternative sources of employment The, ahem'
will continue asNekC textile or _electronics
plants are driven out by inflationary pressures
from Europe and Japan, and even from South
Korea or H ng Kong. They might temporarily
settle in I la, Barigladesh, or some other' -
paupers' pa dise; but we cannot' view such -
self-serving activity as a stitnulus to devel-
opment.

Instead of providing a vignro aid program,
or a new Marshall Plan, the Wet has reduced
most of its public assistance ayments, to the
LDCs to a mere pittance; in the United States,
for example, it has declined to 0.3% of GNP.

'Worse yet, in many cases this ,public aid has
been used by the LDCs largely to finance the
debt servicing on loans that had been extended
to them in previous years. At the recent CIEC, _
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or North -South meetings, sevetal of the LDCsft .pressed for.a temporary moratorium on their
debts- butlhe creditor nations adamantly re-
fused. If a moratorium were ever granted, they
argued, the 010 billion of outa.telcling loans by
EEC and Wall Street banks to the Third World
would create sizeable losses in the banks reve .
nue statements. and it would deter them from
ever again plating loa4with the LDCs The
IMF hap aleacly instructed Peru and Turkey to

, slash domestic expenditdres to'rneet current in-,
terest payments, and both bovernmeqs skit)

`if they can no longer borrow in Western mar
kets ,

era
There is no cause to apPlaud the,

'izatibn of work and the :division -of lebo',
have been irnpoSed between, the economies

,,the World It is true that the MNCS'ancloWeSterri
banking consortia are not the, Sole fireans'of

'promoting forceful, divisions ,betwari the, ha
and the poor: But it Is difflog identifylt to; dentfy any
decidion agent that is More:powerful-or ubiq
uitous !han pe,MisiCt, jOccaslonilly,4a.host slate
can tome- a grogP, q( surrendering
some of then' Mobility-and autonomy. but it
must be ready to face risk that other kifts°
will take 'Their business to a competing state
nearby. There is no LDC that can farce a Com-
ony or a bank to enter its economy. in the first

place, or le extend its Investment at a later
stag& This means that in theoverall Contest be-
tWeen firms andterntorial nation-states.

-_One enjoys the options to redeploy its forces
and the, other does not, It is this asymkry in
,power that leads id a skewed, if noNx-
ploitationdiy, mode of long term development.

-lievitalizing World Trade
and the.Third Wor

:-_ .littnesHuntlby. Thereare two separate points
to-be raised at this stage of the discussion The
first concerns he need to revive investor con-
fidence at a time when, (a) world trade patterns
are dangerously erratic, and (b) when changing
technology impacts heavily iSpon the course of
induttrial growth. We know that the employ-
ment of the Wester4Work force has consid-
erably shifted es ever fewer people are required
to manufacture ever Wire goods. If the pre-
dicted ietum on capital investment is constantly
altered.by-these'Sectilar trends, then efforts
must be made to "stimulate the risk capital and
theienirepreneurial ventures that stem from the
private sector We Cannot expect that govern.,
Ment funds will substitute for private capital In

structural changes
of world trade.-TheleaSt that governments can
do is liberalize the business environment and
not discoUrage the investors who are ready and
able to finance newrnodes of development.

My second point confirms the belief in a new,
federalist principle of organization that was eld-
quently ressed by Miller Upton of the Feder-
& Uni e have talked about the need for a
Wester r an Atlantic union; andthe-Trilateral
Commissionhas produced impressive docu-

i mentation' along these lines We .must not lg-.

nore the economic integration and the politiCal
reorganization that has been urged by the fed-
eralist movement Their plans might resolve
many of the industrial difficulties and the ,n1-
tionalist rivalries that planners and pessimists
perceive; as the motive forces escalating trade

....warfare r........." ..

Slr Geoffrey de Freitas I am sympathetic to
your two suggestions, but I am not sure that
they will resolve the system dilemmas in whim
we'appear to be tripped.

Let me epealt.briefly fro, - ow,n- experience.:
Asa Member of Perim f, repreSent a corr-

. stituaacy that relies heavily on tvio.industries
'now facing grave difficulties! Steel and foot-
tear Both are vitatlalheArtal eridtcf-the na-

. onal etonoMir. b both 1104:tailed. to 'adjust
/to the diVrsiOn of labor that has emerged In the
international economy In the cruelle& sense,
both are verging upon obsolescen When I
meet jny minstitudir renairid them of the hiss
torte role that Britai hesplayed in maintaining
the principles of free trade and in urging the
cause of foreign aid for the'tfeveloping world
But while employment prospects'are deteriorat-
ing at home, it becomes increasingly difficult to
answer their urgent pleas for action by,remind-
ing them of the theoretical yak* that are at-
tributed to a.free, outward-looking-Strategy in
world trade. ,.
Stephan-G Thomas. t muscadd,a note along
these lines from the German experience. We
enjoy a much higher standard of living and of
productifnh/ in' the Federal Republic than does
the GDR But we now find a serious degree of
unemployment, especially among our youp.
and questions have been raised regarding the
viability of our market economy. If the employ-
ment risis is no longer temporary or cyclical in
nature. it is asked, what structVal, changes
should be made to pr6gram a fond firm pro-
cess of adjustment? This is a question that po-
litlireik leaders prefer not to answer and over
which profession& econorgisteitalgrilvlisigree
We know that some (amyl:4r national sacrifice
and of rudimentary,change must be adopted if
we are to resolve the international economic di-
lemmas that surround us. Yet there is a pow-
erful movement to avoid ditOssion and to defer
the planning of decisive action, at least witil the,
next crisis erupts.,

Walter Goff/stein:I cannot share the beliefs of

. ,
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the federalist movement The economies
.
of the

, West icannot be revitalized within the confines :
'of an 'Atlyftic or a Trilateral world Western gbv- ,
ernro tivnts are-too bitterly idedto cootdinSte

-the a locationocation of energy resources, fiscal sacs- b
lines employment -opportunities or trading ,

Oract ces.between the rich and the poor A fed- / ,
eralist union cannot deflect the spreading inter,
national division of labor, nor can it systenl-
atically restore the confidence of private yen-

c ture capital
"44 Becond,,the policy. achievements of the EEC

tare not impreisive, yet it remains the most pow-
erful exercise in, federalist planning that has
seen tned' The EEC has done nothing to'create,
a single structure for European industirlor to

;,--devise a supra-national energy program
Though -the EEC members-need,to injegrate

) their" aerospace, ft'uclear.,or computer in-
dustries, the EEC has only been able offer
help to their farmers, and even thathel s sus-,
pect The EEC has not tried to regulate the dan-
gerOusly volatile funds in the Euro-/Trnar-
ket, nor has ihtned to pressure' the giant bank-
ing consortia, many of which command assets
of 5100 billion apiece, to coordinate their in-
vestment planning through anyif Community au-
thority The, failures -of the EEO, the Py1F, or
OECD do norlend t reclence to tbe idealist be-
liefs of the federalist movement

I sympathize with the criticisms expressed by
the British work force as it reconsiders its coin-N

1 mitments,,to free trade- and foreign aid it has
reason to ask, whether the importing of cheap
or luxury goods, such as Taiwanese texilles or
Japanese television and cars, is beheficial to

/ the national eponomy..The Internatjonal equal-
iZation .of factor costs' may be sound in theory
but it brings perm& hardship and enlarged
welfare costs to the home economy. The in-
ability of political leaders to discuss the deterld=q-
rating position of the Western economies is
regrettable. their evasion -and political hypocrisy
provide them with a short-run bilaraluable sub-
terfuge that conceals the decline in the domi-
nance of the West ..

Arthdr,M. Cyr: t agree with?you'r basic' diag-
nosis. but I.rndst strongly dissent from your -

conclusions. For the sake of brevity I will limit
my disagreements onlit to the problems seen in
the developing world., )!

First, we can not conclude that the West has
given eitherttoo little assistance or the most in-
appropriate investments to the LDCs Their de-
velopment planning is' more varied, complex
and bureaticratic than our own Yet many of
tern have achieved a faster rate of growth than
amen. the U.S.'or Germany. Equipped. with
Wester aid, many of 'them were able to`with- .
stand Wig global recession in the mid-1970s,

il
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this helped the Western economies, in
cidentally, to revive from the worst depression
In thirty years If LDCs' trade curves had sloped
downwards along with ours, we would have,re-
peated the negatiVe-sum game of the 1930s
Naturally, we tend to deplore the producer car-
lets that some of ttiam have formed: but weapinit_that_the_cartm
appreciable earnings and a heightened morale
in the third, world. and they even boosted our
own export trade Ironically, the Western na-
tions might not have covered their fuel import
charges if they had not stepped up their export
commerce to the faster growing of the LDCs

Seconci.finci tqat the rapid growth recorded
in some of the LDCs has begun, in fact, the ref
distribution of wealth -for which we have called
Powerful growth curves have beep achieved by
some of the poorest of the LDCs in Southeast
Asia 9r in Latin America. and their 'demonstra-
tion effect; as economists put it, has greatly

, heartened the struggles of their neighbcirs'ihis
contribution to the creation of a new world or-

even if it was not carefully planned, cannot,
be minimized.

-"P Kari Mommer These corrections to the record
are valuable. I agree that many of the falling
LDCs will try to imitate the few that succeeded.
even if it takes them twenty years to do so. But
it is the hope for success that is significant. It
has relieved them of the burden- of lasting de.-
spas. Many,of the LDCs have come to recog-
nize that the West cannot. bail them out with a
new Marshall Plan or with limitles aid. Yet they
do not resort. to the violent solutions worn-
Mended by radical theorists nor are they
Swayed by the assaulfs of communist propa-
ganda. In some ways their situation is com-
parable to our own. They are anxious about the
persistence of high levels of unemployment; but
they are also aware of the prospects that an an-
nuat growth rate of 4 to 6% can offer in future
years. If that vision were denied to them. there
would be nothing to anticipate but bleak de-
spair.

'Planning for Economic Grinuth
Inge Haag. We have talked about the con-
fusion's of economic plannets and the evasion
of political leaders I am struck by an evasion of
our own. In "looking at the, mounting con-
sequepcet of the division of labor we have

'failed to note that most investment today flows
into indastrial projects that increase capital pro-
ductivity by de-creasing the -intensity of labor.

Thomas has spoken of the national sacrifices
and the structural reforms that will have to be
envisaged. But here we are, discbssing the via-
bility of world trade and Western affluence, as if
the divisions in the international economy and
the specialization of labor were trarisitOry
phenomena In fact, our debate personifies

posed.

Yet at trie,same time we complain about high
unemployment' figures and a lick of investor
confidence Sir Geoffrey de Freitat has ex-
pressed his concern that some of oil'', basic in -,
destries are becornIng obsolete. and Stepbtin.

,
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afraid to explore pragmatic tactics or the van-
ous'half-steps that should be adopted. This will
need considerably more courage than the in-,
tellectual leadership in the West is prepared to
acknowledge. It seems ,to me that our leaders

:too often cling to a sense of fatalism, because it
comfortably relieves them of the necessity to

Philippe DeShormes There is a grave problem
with the diagnosis that worries me. It is too Eu-
clidean There are too many straight lines of
projection in Walter Goldstein's analysis and
not enough curves This suggests an lakcessive
rigidity in prediction and too small a margin for
uncertainty. A quick example comes to mind. If
a doctrinaire communist party were to come to
power in France or Italy,--the Western alliance
would be forced to take preemptive action. It is
not likely that stringent action will be taken un-
less such a dramatic crisis occurs; but we must
leaVe room fpr the possibility that a sudden up-
set wilt occur. It is the margin for error and un-
certainty that must therefore be considdred
within our projectichscif future system changes.

4,-*
Brent Scoyrcroft To the list of uncertain out-
comes'and possibly unforeseen solutions I
would add one more The last three meetings Of
summit leaders, when the heads of government

,gathered together, were not dramatically suc-
cessful, but they did establish a new patternfor
mutual tliscussion and understanding. The
leaders agreed to basic .guidelines for helping
.the weaker of the Western nations with credit
facilities and stable exchange rates. They did
not take up the more challenging issues, such
as the regulating of MNCs or transfer pricingi

',over Which, the OECD or EEC have stumbled.
But they did set in motion a crisis mechanism_dr
a management consultation process to smooth
away some of the grave difficulties in our eco-

' nomic relationships. We Can not anticipate in
the years ahead whether summit diplomacy will
continue to be .utilized, but it has already
proved to be a ialuable device for ,enhancing
understanding and cooperation among the in-

:dustrial democracies,

Robert Rothschild It is tempting to dismiss the
practical and the piecemeal answers to our
prObleins, invaluable though they are, in order
to retreat to a priori principles. We must ob-
viously resist the resort to false theog.

It is futile to posit that the world's problems
should be resolved In a global agency. acid that
econorhic planning should be handled by a
world government. sinte neither scheme will be
realistic The least that we can dots to demolish
the myth that partial measures hi:1 limited solu
tIoni are invariably bogus. We must not be

. ,

I
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A second adjustment in our intellectual ex-
pectationeinust be made when we pursue our
analysis:of the developing world. We- tend to
forget that as part of the Western heritage we
have enjoyed centuries of scientific discovery,
rationalist thought and liberal governtent. The
LDCs have known no Locke, or Descartes or
Einstein Within one 'generation :thqy have
moved from the phi-naive subjugation bf colo-
nialism to the heady responsibilities of monetary
management and, sophisticated development.
We cannot expect them to emulate our prom..
dures of government, our techniques of indus-
trializing or our civic philosophy.,If they are to
find their own path to modernization and indus-
trial efficiency. the least that the West can do is
to understand their blunders and to assist their
experiments. Unhappily, such an attitude re-
quiresquires -greater sympathy and cooperation than
most Western governments are ready to extend.
It is the myopic attitudes of the West, as I pre-
viouity suggested. that reflect our ingrained re-
sistance to change. It is this failure of per-
ception that might lead to unforeseen disasters
or time-wasting inertia.

Sir frank Roberts. StepQing aside from. the
chiirman'.s seat for a 'moment. there are several
corrections theft want to insert in the record.

First, the exercise of writing gdidelines to
r'gulate the investment and behavior of the
MNCs has been too sceptically dismissed It is
true that the documents produced by the Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce and OECD
stressed that, in the absence of effective sanc-
tions, compliance could only tie secured on a
voluntary basis. When we came to write these
guidelines, however. it was the MNCs that tried
to encourage us It was the member govern
ments that resisted our definitions proscribing
transfer prices or tax evasion scheme? The
same pattern appeared in the EEC, the MNCs
were eager to cooperate. but governments were
urfWilling to compose,,their differences or to har-
.mOnize their regulatory standards.

A second Correction concerns the plight of
the LDCs. It has been mentioned that some
have moved on to a fast track of economic
take-off, but it was,not noted that these qoun-
tries were generally governed by people who
specifically welcomed foreign investment.
'Kenya demonstrates the point it is developing
at a faster rate'than Tanzania.)hough it was far



he rapid growth recorded in some of the LDCs has begun . the redistribution
of wealth for which we have called.

less wealthy, because of its receptivity to West-
ern assistance and capital Within the local
managements of my own firm, Unilever, we
have seen a similar development in Ghana and
Sri Lanka Their local people learned how to at-,
tend sensitively to national interests while work-
ing within the growth opportunities offered bra
global MNC._

Third, a correction must be entered regarding
the capital funds that MNC parent firms and
banks have chosen to invest abroad rather than
at home Critics haie often made the point that
the U K enlarged Its invisible export earnings
and its balance of payMents by deploying a
large portion of its capital overseas If is then
argued that the deployment depleted thp funds
necessary to modernizt-our domestic plant and
infrastructures The is considerable room for
doubt in this argument It appears that there is
no shortage of investment capital in the U K at
the present time; indeed, many plants are
presently operating below capacity But there is
a relevant factor that cannot be ignored. In the
private sector today, capital is largely controlled
by pension funds, insurance companies and
Other'institutional investors It is not logical, or
even legs', for them to place their funds in high
risk ventUres either overseas or at home, They
are not philanthropic entities; their business de-
cisions must be directed to the protection of
their clients rather than to the satisfaction of
their directors' moral conscience
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Conclusion

Walter Goldstein. There can be no pretence to-
Euclidean logic In this analysis of the world
trade system. The syllogisms of Inter-
dependence are not only subject to Strong dis-
agreement In empirical detail but in logical anal--
ysis, too.

First, we have disagreed about the pauperize-
"Von of the Third Wqrld. Arthtl5 Cyr and Sir

Frank Roberts are impressed by the growth
achieveMents recorded' in seyeral of the LDCs,
but I remain dubious The few LDCs that are
rich in resources, ductkas the OPEC or uranium
cartel nations, are in.good shape but the rest
have pursued the wrong strategy Their mistakes
can bigrouped into five categories.

1. in Africa and Latin America, the Ldes have
walled themselves up iq their own Dependencia
Syndrome: By relying on one cash crop,or one

* cheap export they have distorted the overall
balance in their development thrust; this has
alio made them terribly vulnerable, to changes
In woad commodity prices or to inflationary
movements In the rich Capitals,

2. The Investment of foreign capital, export
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earnings anelodal equity in cheap manufac-
tures or in exportable commodities has done
little to alleviate the misery endured by count-
less millions The investments did not help to
improve grass roots agriculture, to secure the
villages' food supply, or to create work for hordes
of the urhan- unemployed The show-case de-
velopments in Puerto Rico, Hong Kong or Sing-
apore should in fct be condemned, when tech-
nological change forces a new movement of
their labor-intensive work either to cheaper
wage or to more automated work sites, their
economic dislocations will surely produce wide-
spread hardship ;

3. The boom and bust cycles of commodity
prices have not been softened by the spreading
of wealth in the LDCs On the contrary, they
have suffered hideously with the exception of
the OPEC nations win the recent recession,
and their current growth rates remain pitiably
inadequate to meet their urgent needs The de-
velopment 'spill over' in Taiwan or Seouj has
been limited for some 'years to juveniles who
were recruited into the work force at 10 cents
an hour. When their assembly lines phase doWn
after five years of operation, the fyINCs can take
their technology to new opporturidies else-
where, but the workers must subsist on
food stamps or welfare payments.

4 The political tensions generated by the MNCs
and other agents of world trade can not be ig-
nored. The cost of bringing wealth tits Rio re-
quires brutal police control in the rest of Brazil;
Argentina has similarly ventured into consumer
affluence for the few and a civic repression of
the majority Added to this is the political dislo-
cation in the rich countries. Their work force
cannot (mill/ adjust to the mobile deployment
of capital, production jobs and industrial tech-
nology. Nor do they gain when the laws of profit
obtain in the world margets, and the cause of
national planning is set back at home.

5 It is impossible for the, developing world to,
break out of the permanent poverty and the in-
creasing burden of population by imitating
Western methods Or relying on Western assisf-
ance. Neither are fitting or secure. The LDCs
contain nearly two billion people, 20% of them
close to starvation, nearly 80% illiterate and
60% without hope or finding remunerative work
in their lifetime If we thought more at:faut their
basic human needs and legs about ttie cheap
textiles or the manufacturing components that
they should make for us, the better would be
their econdmic prospebts and, 'ironically,
ours as well.

- r

Turning from the LDCs to the. relatively pros-
perous world of the OECD, we find a groiting
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division oflabor in our own societies It is urged
that public sector funding and planning should
. be utilized only to stimujate but not to replace
the roles of entrepreneurial and risk-taking cap-
ital But at the present time, as the flight of
manufacturing and low added-value jobs leave
our industrial centers increasingly distressed,
we have not yet learned how public money can
best subsidize private employers We have re-
signed ourselves to the .fact that there are 7 5
million people apparently without work in the
United States, even with a $2,000 billion (two
trillion) GNP we will find grave difficulty in creat-
ing an added 12 million jobs by 1981 lust to
maintain a 6%'unemployment level

Fears about 'creeping socialism' and about
'coddling the poor' with socialized medicine or
minimum hourly wages do not help If we can
do nothing with public (or private) funds to help
the reserve army of the unemployed., or their
desperate counterparts overseas, it might be
better if we admitted this stark truth. 41,

However, there are instrumental and piece-
meal components of a syst'em change that can
be seriously deployed while we experiment with
longer term plans For example, the service
sectors of the Western economies account for
one-half to two-thirds of total employment,
much of it is found in the information process-
ing performed by centralized bureaucracies in
the public and the private sector. The labor pro-
ductivity" and the on-site training in these sec-
tors has been remarkab oor. Now that the
micro-processing of data turized controls
and distributive compu at last taking
hold of clerical work, it feasible to de-
centralize the operations of government, the de-
livery of goFal and educational services, and
the promotion, of new job skills in our dying
cities. These-are small steps But they could
eventually change employment practices, the
training of unskilled labor or produc-
tivity of the work force.

A new issue crops up here. There is an ever
growing trend in Western society)to rely on
technocratic elites to manage inforMatibn sys-
tems and to determine public policy. Whether
the elites direct government bureaus, MNC con-
glomerates, banks, bureaucratized labor unions
or private hospital units, they generally resist

. the attempts of clients, voters or public interest
groups to participate in.colicy deliberations. Ad-
ihittedly, recent experithents in mitbestimmung,
regional advisory councils, affirmative action
and citizen participation groups have tended to
yield little success. Yet it is obvious that some-
thing must soon be done to open the channels
of power and the inner sancta of bureaucratic
labyrinths to public pressure. Public docility or
deference to executive hierarchiescan never be
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welcomed They lead to poor policy choices,
voter apathy and capricious choices by en-
trenched elites That is surely the lesson to be
learned from the technocracy associated in the
Watergate scandals

it is obvious that political pluralism must be
enlarged if half-steps and interim measures are
to move us toward a system change There will
be no grand deVn or Marshall Plan so long as
w,e rely on grouMbargaming contests and the

maneuverings of political parties to devise new
formulae or far-sighted programs. Traditional
compromises and institutional weaknesses can
help resist change, but they will not advance
the public depate of issues that transcend nar-
row party interests, fearful class beliefs and
angry chauvinist passions It will be dishonest
to call for a searching examination of Western
goals if we cling to outworn political beliefs and
practices. -The quality of our political fleicibility

, and intelligence will determine the choices that
we select Unfortunately, in a world of distrust-
ful nations and aggravated trade Nam, there is
not much time left to test new visions or to
choose which is the future in which we plan to
survive. Once we have determined whether elit-
ist or populist rules should define the debate,
however, we will at least know which is the
West that might deserve to survive

qr

Participants from both sides of the Atlantic exchanged ideas in
pj4nary and informal sessions at Wingspread-
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NATO AND THE
NEWS MEDIA

Henry Brandon

l

here are two questions that I want
to examine. First, how does the
press regard NATO's current ef-

forts to meet the challenge posed by the build-
up of the Warsaw Pact forces, and second, how
can the press and other media improve the gen-
eral public's information and concern about the
defense of the West?..1 would also like to look at
the argument over the-policy Initiatives that the__ Secretary-Of State Nance-to -yoscow--for the
West has adopted with regard to the cause of
human rights and the dissidents' movement that
has emerged in the Soviet Union

It is extremely difficult to find good answers
to these questions First, there is a considerable
confusion about the force strengths and the
strategic capabilities held by NATO and the
Warsaw pact Second. there' are just too many
different, contradictory interpretations of the

'facts. The press corps can try to amass its own
Informationot ,can question the-experts and
gauge their Previous reputation, or their mo-
tives. But we must still recognize that each of
the expertstresponds to his own prejudices, to
his own outlook on the world, to his particular
location, his inner security and his personal in-
terpretation of the historical origins of NATO's
behavior. Obviously, the press must determine
which of the'experts and which of the data pre-

" SentatiOns should best be followed before
cy conclusions can be reached.

= Let me start with a simple illustration of the
difficulties we face in working with unreliable or
conflicting facts Two reports recently appeared
In the New York Times on the same day and or
consecutive pages. One was headlined "Con-
gressional study disCounts usefulness of Soviet ti

civil defense" and it was written,,,by one of the , they had already given me, and then j played
leading Washington correspondents; on the what I thought was my last card I told him that
'next page was the headline, "Gain for,Soviets on a recent visit the Chinese had shown me
'seen in Civil Defense,' and a column from their more shelters than I wanted to see. This made
Brussels o'brrespondent reporting that the So- him smile, but his only reply was that he per-
Vietshad gained "a bargaining edge in the next sonally Would like to show me these shelters,

but he could not do so. The reason, he seemed

grave' difficulty to gauging the Russians' civil
defense program, since the U S experts in
Washington and the NATO staff in Brussels
apparently disagreed over the war fighting
posture" that the Soviets were or were not -
intent on creating

The confirsion on the Soviet side is no less
worrisome. In 1977 a press group went with

SALT negotiations, One day an official of the
Soviet Foreign Office asked whether there was
anything he couldido for me, and when I said
"yes' \ he was obviously taken aback that I took
a courkesy question seriously- I asked him
whether( could- see one of the civil defense air
raid shelters we have read so much about late-.
ly. He was\greatly disconcerted. He brusquelxt
replied that'd was impossible For the fun of it 1
tried to argue with the Soviet Foreign Office to
arrange such a visit for me on the grounds that
Soviet publications had written extensively
about civil defense and shelters. and the sub-
ject could not be secret. But it was to no avail.
Later I had a chance to talk to General Milsteyn,
one of the missile experts at the Soviet-Ameri-
can Institute, and a former commander ot)CBM
missile batteries. In the course of our Conversa-
tion I asked again whether I could see one of
the shelters that gave some of the American ex-
perts such jitters. After all, I argued, it must be
in the interest of the Soviet Union to disprove
such misleading information in order to reas-
sure the West. The general said that he could
not arrange anything for me. It was not his busi-
ness, and it had to be done through the Soviet
Foreign Office. I told him about the brush-off

round of talks on weapons limitations." It ap-
- peered that the members Of the Joint Congres-

sional Committee on Defense Production, who
hadpublished the first study, had found the
NATO report to be biased or exaggerated. In'
the second story, the NATO experts, who Were
defined as ':'some Americariend West European
military leaders," presumably felt that the Con-
gresslo.nal study had reached' conclusions that

to suggest, was that the Soviet Goprnment
might be ashamed of the primitivenep of the
shelterprogram. That finished my efforts to
gain clarification from Soviet sources.

Confusions about facts, let alone about offi-
lel policy, obscure every aspect of the East-

st power baltitce. Earlier in 1977 theie was a

were based upon misleading data assessments -3/ide discrepancy between those who belieyed

even'though many of them were'supPosedly that the Soviets were pursuing a policy aimed at

provided, by the C.I.A. This left the media with a
. a .

'Henry Brandon has been the Washington correspon-
dent of the Sunday Times okkondon since 1950. He
.has travelled frequently across .the world. and his in
tervieies with prominent leaders appear in his many
Journal articles and books. His latest book. The Re-
treat of Arneriban Power, analyzes the changes in U.S.
foreign policy that were-devised by HentylUssinger.

winning a limited nuclear war and those who
doubted it. They came into the open with the
leaks about-the A and B team exercises that
had been Inspires' by the then director of the
C.I.A , George Bush. He wanted to protect the
C I.A. against the accusation that its estimates
of Soviet strength had a built-th set of prej;
udices to confirm their own earlier forecists
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The B team, led by Richard Pipes, a former di-
rector of the Russtan Research Center at Har-
vard, took a pessimistic view and concluded
that Soviet policy is aiming at military superior
ity and at a war-fighting capability, the A team
Emil that the Russian aim is to achieve and pre-
serve equality

Almbst at the same time a crescendo of warn-
alp emerged regarding the rapid kowth in So- ,
wet strategic and conventional force strength It

o, came from a variety of quarters, including
NATO It assumed such a velocity that virtually
the first task that Harold Brown had to perform,
on becoming Secretary of Defense, was to em-
phasize the virtues of sufficiency and to reas-
sure us,about rough equivalence "The balance
can be maintained in the future without ex-
cessive effort on our part." he said, "providing
that we select and modernize our forces ade-
quately "

Balance or Superiority?
There is no dispute about the Soviet build-up

of the Warsaw Pact forces, their growing num-
bers of heavy intercontinental missiles and the
expansion of the Soviet Navy The dispute
tends to focus today on the size of the build-lip
and its objectives. Are the RussianANming at
creating a balance or superiority?','-'

One expert. in an influential positionin the
U.S. government, told me that the build-up was
exaggerated and that it must be viewed in his-
toric perspective. He was convinced that it had
assumed such proportions in Western eyes, be-
cause we too often forget that the Russians had
held on to their World War II equipment much
longer than the U.S. Moreover, the Korean War
had taken such a heavy toll of equipment that
our replacement programs had to begin long
before the Soviets' program could move into
high gear. He showed me statistics comparing
the Soviets' military'build-up with their econom-
ic growth to prove that it was neither excessive
nor suddenly accelerated. Of course, this is not
an interpretation that the B team Would accept.

Since the A team and B' tearp exercise was
undertaken under the Cord administration, the
Carter administration commissioned its own
-analysis of .the East-West balance under the
guidance of Professor Samuel Huntington (also
from Harvard). It created more confusion than
light, and it essentially 'left American policy
where it had been for some years past.

Beyond the differing ,interpretations of Rus-
° man intentions there are also great discrep-

anclbs in the publiihed figures regarding their
current capabilities. The range rif difference in
these hard data inventories is highly confusing
For a start, we are told that the Soviets have at-
' -4 -
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he young- are concerned that the NATO commitment could involve the United States in a war
over whose origin tdey may have very little or no control..
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tamed a lead over the U S Navy in numbers of
mai& surface warships (221 to 1741), in subma-
rines (315 to America's 115), and in the number
of Warsaw Pact army divisions (of which 32 are
actually positioned in Eastern Europe) We are
also told -that the Russian -.air strength is over
12,000-aircraft, with about three-quarters poised
in the European theater, plus 15.000 tanks It is
claimed that the Soviets have deployed 1,618
missile launchers, as against the 1,054 of the
U S., and that in delivery, vehicles they sur-
passed the U S (in 1974) by 3,600 to 2.100 It is
also claimed that they are increasing their
heavy missile strength with SS-16, SS-17, SS-18
and SS-19 deployments

Turning- to the naval balance, we know that
the power of American surface warships is far
superior to that of the Russians The U S Navy
has 14 big attack carriers, the Russians have
one small one The Russians have a greater,
number of strategic nuclear submarines (62 to
41 for the U S ), but the Americans'rare more
efficient, quieter and hence harder to detect
Though thatRusSians have a numerical advan-
tage in missile launchers, the U.S .outnumbers
them in warheads by 8,500 to 3,500. In Europe
there are twice as many tactical nuclear weap-
ons under the control of NATO than are under
the control of the Warsaw Pact powers The

one edge in helicopters, and NA has.an ar-
ray

S Army and Marines enjoy a four to

ray of anti-tanit weapons, guided missiles and
'smart bombp' that may well neutralize the Rus-
sian superiority in tanks

What we are not usually told g that: among
the Warsaw Pact divisions in East Germany, Po-
land and Czechoslovaltwonly 27 are Soviet,
and that the others arettiO well equipped and
most probably less well' iiiotivated than their
Russian conirades On this issue it was pointed
out by Henry Stanhope, The Times' renowned
defense -correspondent. that ,the British have
gauged the Soviet increase in tanks at 31% and
their artillery enlargement at 25%: but General
Haig refers to an increase of 50% in tanks and
between 50 and 100% in artillery' Stanhope
concludes tharin any attack on the Central
front the Russians would tiave to do battle'with
725.090 men in the NATO armies as against
p25,000 in their own That is notsc-uweason-
able ratio, even admitting that the Warsaw Pact
nations have considerably more tanks

But a basic fact is ignored in these calcu-
lations. The Russians have-to protect them-
selves along A,5000 kilometer_ frontier against
the Chinese tO still maintaining strong forces
on their Westitin. front. Moreover, they have
more targets to cover with their missiles than
the U S must target in the USSR, in addition,
the Russians npt only maintain a strong respect
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for American military power,' but they also hold
its economic power and its advanced tech-
nology in the highest regard. A further factor
cannot' be overlooked Giveri the conditions in
Eastern Europe today, the Soviet army cannot
feel very secure It may be able in peace time to
intimidate the local population in Poland and
Czechoslovakia, but in wartime this may be
more difficult, the possibility of serious rbbo-
tage can"never be excluded from Soviet calcu-
lations.,

Let Me cite another striking example of con-
tradictory interpretation'that occurred this year
In istatement that Dr tuns, the Secretary-Gen-
eral of NATO, delivered to the ministerial meet-
ing of the alliance in London, it was suggested
that disarray and disunity would gravely threat-
en NATO's solidarity Among other sources of
friction, the Greek-Turlgsh conflicrwas a "fes-
tering sore", and the economic recession grip-

' ping the Western world might soon lead to a
cutback in defense budgets In contrast, Presi-
dent Carter addressed the NATO Council the
next day He praised NATO and found that its
strategy and doctrine were solid He gave a
confident and optimistic estimate of NATO's
strength and hinted at no dire prediction of dis-
solution in the alliance

These contradictions are troublesome, maybe
inevitable. I wise something prititive cotild be
done to alleviate them, but I do not expect that
anything will actually be done. It would help, for
a start; it the NATO estimates enjoyed greater
authority than they now command They should
really enjoy a better reputation than those origi-
nating in Washington, since thdy represent a
consensus derived, from many nations, The in-
ability of NATO to repair this serious weakness
is a matter of Concern to the working press

Obviously, nothing is more important to the
mast media than accurate data apd reliable
projections Yet we find that the strategic ana-

&'"lysts themselves arrive at their conclusions in-
' tuitively and then they feed the figures into

their computers to suit tbeir arguments We do
snot know how far, in fact, they influence gov-
ernment policy with their subjective analyses.
Occasionally, they haVe extrted considerable
authority. There was the case of N.S.C. paper
No 68, a Planning Staff memorandum, authored
by Paul Nitze in 1952, it helped launch a re-ap-
praisal and build-up of the entire armament pro-
gram Nowadays policies are more difficult to
change and budgetary limitations cannot be
disregarded I therefore doubt whether the
Huntington study will have a serious influence
on policy decisions.

Yet the media must still determine how best
to judge the strength and weaknesses in the
Iast-West balance. It is in this regard that we

must pay close aftentio to the attitude of Presi-
dent Carter toward NAT and to the Russians'
likely response The President creates the im-
pression of a man who knows what power is
about and who sees the crucial contribution
that-NATO makes to the security of the West.
His determined support for NATO will surely en-
hance its strength in the eyes of the Kremlin.
'Another psychological point is important. There
is no longer a demand among -the American
public, or in the Congress, to reduce or with-
draw a major part of the American forces garri-
soned in Europe. The principal advocate in pre-
vious years, Senator Mike Mansfield, has now
left Capitol-Hill, and no one feels quite as
strongly about withdrawing American troops
from Europe Not is the issue one that is likely
to win many-votes. There is a danger that the
patience of Congress will be strained if .the
Stalemate ,at the MBFR discussions in Vienna
continues in.future years. But even this could
be alleviated if NATO and American diplomats
could agree to a set of realistic estimates of So-
viet Strength and behavior. They might then de-
sign a diplomacy that specifically aimed at re-,
diming tension

Psychological and Security
Assessments

My chief concern today lies with the ability of
NATO tO advance its own cause with the mass
media As a first step, NAITO must convey to
public opinion the confidence that it can rea-
sonably fulfill its function of deterring Soviet ag-
gression Deterrence has apparently worked in
the past, and there is no need to believe that it
will fail in the future, not even in the aftermath
of a military build-up in Eastern Europe. The
credibility of the NATO deterrent is still strong,

- but it could be weakened if false political infer-
ences were to be widely broadcast. In this re
gard I would like to quote from an article that
appeared in Ottober 1969 in Foreign Affairs. It
was written by a tough-minded critic, McGeorge
Bundy, who had previously served in the Ken-
nedy years as the President's adviser on nation-
al security. He wrgte:

"The neglected truth about the present strate-
gic arms race between the United States and ,
the Soviet Union is in terms of international
political behavior that race has now become
most completely irrelevant The new weapons
which are being developed by each of the two
great powers will provide neither protection nor
opportunity in any serious political sense."

Under these circumstance's the psychological
power of the deterrent that is perceived by the
Ilusslans and by the rest of the world, it seems
to me, is really more important than; the corn.
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parative figures of military strength that are
bandied about. There appears to be a suffi-
ciently safe and stable balance. It is Irueihat4

, Western military Superiority and 'rough equiva-
fence' had once prevailed and that we are now
entering a period of greater uncertainty and'
risk.. But we must also remember the sober
warning issued by the Secretary of Defense,
Harold Brown, after the controversy over the
extent of the Russian build-up had hit the head-
lines, The worst-case estimates of Soviet pow-
er do not do a service to American strength
throughout the world "

The current argument over the dangers of the
Russian build-up is dangerous as we cannot yet
judge whether it is aimed at 'rough equivalence'
or 'superiority'. We must also recall the fact that'
NATO cannot afford to delude itself about the
degree to which the allies are capable of fi-
nancing and further reinforcing their con-
ventional forces. The state of their economies
and the attitude of public opinion are not-prom-
ising. A cautionary note was recently sounded
by Brigadier Kenneth Hunt, the deputy director

- of the International Institute for Strategic Stud-
ies, when he .reminded uslhat "the ability of
conventional forces to raise the tisk of nuclear
.war is not too sensitive to numbert." It may be
true that to some extent the development of
strategic parity between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union has made the Amencart nuclear guaran-

Otee intellectually less convincing. Yet the In-
ability of .the Soviet Union to predict the con-
sequences -of &warlike action, at feast in my
view, will remain a powerful deterrent to risk-
taking initiatives.

The basic American position, that it must
make certain that the*Soviet Union will not gain
tnilffary superiority, is not likely to change Fur-

'' thl(ipore, the U.S. commitment to NATO is still
as credible and as permanent a commitment as

"". -can be mad'e: There is a re.,#1 risk, hOWever, in
over-emphasiiing NATO's weakness and the
Soyiets' strength. We Could afford such a mis-
judgment so long as the U.S. position of Superi-

red. This allowed us to press..
more military appropriations with-

-out worryin about the strategic consequences.
_Since the end of the Vietnam'War, it seems to

.me, If has become important-for the American
public to Assert its, confidence in NATO. If it
were widely suspedied that the U.S. is allied to
weakneserather than to strength, the obsession
with NATO; putative weakneks.could get us all

,. tt into trouble. To poormouth NATO's strength
Could be counter-producilve. It would degrade
the denerat Impression that NATO is still pow-
erful and that'it will continue to serve as an ef-
fective deterrent in the,years to come.. -

A new generation of American youth will soon

ority was a
'Congress fo

enter political life, but it has little or no knowl-
edge of the origin `of NATO, its function and its
streppth. There is only a vague sense of its im-.
portaaee to Western security, but it lacks deep
con4tion. This is an extremely skeptical gener-
abort. It is skeptical of the received inter-
pretations of hist , it is skeptical of govern-
ments/df the wisd m of the elders, of doctrinal
attitudes Itis skep cal of commitments abroad
without actually be ng isolationist It is also
skeptical of the military-industrial complex and
of its effect on the military and on diplomacy in
general. It will surety look at NATO in a contem-
porary context. not a historic one

Let me digress for a moment about my step-
son of 18 who belongs to this generation. Dur-
ing the Vietnam war he was not an activist, but
he spoke as it he might come to lean` toward
communism. Now he is strongly anti-commu-
nist, and he believes that the West must be mil-
itarily strong The Russian attitude toward hu-
man nghts has probably done More to convince
him then anything he might have read about
Russia's growing military strength. Like many
other young people, he is highly skeptical of the
estimates over which we,argue. He suspectthe
military-industrial complex of exerting too much
influence on American diplomacy. The ques-
tions his generation are asking about NATO are
not hostile, but they are deeply inquisitivetZliey
wonder why American troops should be so

eavdy bommitted abroad,- thirty yeart after
World War II, and whether the U,S. Government
exercises sufficient control over them. What
seems fo trouble them most, injight of the na-
tionalism that the Vietnam War has generated in
them, is a pew anxiety. They are concerned that
the NATO commitment could involve the U.S. in
a war over whose origins it may have very little
or no control. I think it is time that the concerns
of this generation were recognized by NATO
planners_

The Political Assessment of
Military Strength

It is a dangerous qam))it to present the Soviet
military build-up In comparative terms that then
point to NATO'i weaknesses. It will not lead to
major improvements In the alliance, and it could
diminish its standing in the eyes of the l'world. At
this stage the Chinese are much impressed with
it, and the Russians, too, maintain necessary
respect for its ,strength. Of course, t Soviet
military build-up should be presented a a pos-
sible threat to peace. Its growth should e care;
fully monitored and publicized. But th re is no
need to issue confusing Sr alarmist p jections
of its deterrent capabilities

-It is important to put the Russians on notice
that their build-up has raised legitimate suspi-

mons and fears in the West, and toremind then;
that this is bound to lead to counter-measures
'These counter-measures are likely to be pro-
grammed in terms of an American. not a NATO,
build-up Within the content of NATO politics,
very little or nothing is going to be done More-
over, if there were a European or a greater Ger-
man contribution to Western strength, this
might add to existing tensions in the center of
Europe The discussion of the growth of Soviet
power, must therefore serve as a warning to the
Kremlin.

Paradoxically, the Kremlin knows little about
the outside world Their inner insecurity is best
illustrated by, their current fear of the dissidents'
movement They do not know how to handle
this rebellious group, and they are seriously
worried that it could undermine their whole po-
litical-System Dissidents, after all, are- nothing
new in Russian history In the past' century a
small group of them overthrew the Czarist re-
gime. But just as the Russians must be made .
aware notIto overdo their military build-up with-
out scaring the West/ao the West must'not
overdo the human rights issue I found, on a re-
cent visit to Moscow, that serious questions
were raised as to 'whether the Carter adminis-
tration would eventually follow the Jobn Foster
Diffles policy of seeking to roll back the iron
curtain.

It is out of such fears that the' Soviets might
be prompted to take risks in Europe that they
would otherwise shun. For example, during my
stay in Moscow at the time of the SALT negotia-
tions, no Western,piplomat thoughethat Masi-
dent Carter's letter to Andrei SakhSrov was a
wise move; nor did any of the Western. cone--
spondents stationed in Moscow. Some of the
dissidents close to Academician Sakharov even
sent word to Secretary of State Vance to tone
down the emphasis on human rights in such
specific terms. This reflects an issue whose im-

Iportance should be held up before the eyes of
the Kremlin and the rest of the world. But it
must not be interpreted as an effort by the
Unitecl.States to start a crusade in. which the
dissidents are to be used as an atm of the U.S.
government in overthrowing the Soviet system.

There is a deep division among the dissidents
as to the extent that the Carter offensive on hu-
man nghts will actually help or hurt them Sak-
harov and his wife, referred to by .friends as
'The Duchess', believe that it will help but many
disagree. Some of them told me that a quiet
warning, possibly from the president of the U S
Academy of Sciences (Philip Handler) could

%uggest that steps against certain Soviet scien-
lists,would seriously hurt relations between
American and Russian scientists This would be
far more effective than the highly publicized
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the result of a publicity campaign, and this , not be staged in terms of a partisan campaign,
could imp'air the strength of the alliance. . ; but they should be distribuied at appropriate

I Itist return once agaio to the importance of moments to clarify topical news developments.
psychology What matters is not the exposure The happenings on the Soviet side. In parlicu-
of NATO's defects, but the need to make the lei, need to be explained in depth. 1 have'-not
Russians fully aware that their military build-up ..IP read the books by Robert Close (eurOpe. With-
cquld g9 too far It would surely do so if it came out Defense) and by Johannes Stei Peff (Where.
to be seen as dangerous to the security of the Is NATO Headed?) and therefore cannot judge
West They niay not be fully aware of the con- , their worth Even so, it is not difficult to conjure
sequences of their bwn policy. The Russians up a scenario of a surpristrattack. But it would
not only suffer from an inferiority complex, they not be' particularly responsible to publish such
also cannot forget teat in World War II MothriN an essay if it posed as a serious exercise in
Russia was almost vanquished. It is this state"of strategic analysis.

.
mind that could lead them to lose their per- According to The Times defense corresprind-
spective on what is tolerable to-the West. Itis In ent, the Russians do not have enough forces in
our interest and in their own to make sure that place to launch a credible attack, and it would

.. the arms race does not get out of Control. take them two days after mobilizationeday to,
transport sufficient forces to Eastern EuropeAnother point remains to be made. It is ini.--
(and another 30 days to put them in a positionportant that the public discussion of military
of readiness). This assumption is shared pypolicy should be as free of -technical jargon as
many Pentagon. planners. The Times coact-.possible. The discussion must be under-
spondent, after analyzing the prospects of anthe pugiic onoStattaable Po
unprovoked attack, reaches the conclusion thatpity, the inefflutron of the 'defense correspond-
it "seems"so remote as to be beyond seriousent' is dying out as it is no longer considered to
consideration." I therefore wonder how useful itbe a full time job by most editors. Yet somehow_
is for retired NATO Generals. to write bookswe have to interpret the of NATO,
feeding the worst fears with unrealistic supposi-SALT and MBFR negotiations to the public, and
Vona.the increase in weapons technology would

We must bear in mind that we are nearing aseem go make a-wnter with expert knowledge
point where the intellectual and physical doini-essential. In Washington, where policy debates
nance of the U.S. over NATO is declining. The.about military technology are important, I have
U.S. hasforced its kuropian allies to-considerto write abouteverythihg from the intricacies of

, the problem of how best to protect their own in-the 1 warhead to those of Hamilton Jordan's In-

jock , from welfare legislation to U.S. Su-
preme Court decisions, from Amy Carter's.so-
cial habits to the Soviet's compliance with the
SALT agreement.
- On occasion..the defense correspondents
must make a front line visit, not to produce pub-
licity but to acquire a vital background knowl- I do not knbw whether it is because of dis-
edge: -For example, I leaned more about the tance that NATO looksto me a much more Im-
Russian= thieat than any fi*es had, told me pressive institution from Washington than it
when f visited Denmark two yearsTago. The' ddfis from Europe. If distance is an Important
Danish government gave-'me an Idea of what it factor. it should also have a hearing on the So-
was like-to live next door to the Russians by re- vies outlook. From'where I sit, NATO appearso

teresti if the Soviet Union and the U.S. should
reach agreements on the limitation 01 strategic
nuclear weapons. Clgarly, this is, a time of wor-
rying controversies. NATO has done little to
brief the 'press, but the subject is Increasingly
agitating to public opinion.
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:adequately fulfil. its function. I never thought
that It wotiiii4e,able to fight a major con- .

ventional. War; but it has sufficiently impressed
the Russians to avoid the risks they would run
in _Starting a nuclear war I therefore conclude
that as long as NATO maintains its psy-
chological defenses and the us. maintains the

-effectiveness of ifs- own ,nuclear deterrent, the
balance will remain stable into the 1980s.

DISCUSSION

Sir Frank Roberts Let me begin the discussion
with a brief anecdote that reflects my scepti-
cism of the civil defense programs that the So.,
viets have supposedly started. When I left Lon-
don in 1941 I was accustomed to the effective
shelters that were used during the worst days 01
the Germans' blItzkneg bombing. On arriving in
Moscow I encountered one -of their worst air
raids. The Soviets asked the Foreign Secretary.
Sir Anthony Eden, to,take shelter in a bunker,
which was in fact' a Metro station, that waS
equipped largely with vodkaand zakuski. For
the rest of us, and everyone else, there,itas
nothing available except a few open basemehts.
Since those days I have not put much rredence-
in the rumors that the Soviets had started a
widespread program for civil defense. They
were so ill-equipped at the _height of war that I
remain dubious about the extent of their prepa-.

, rations today.
Another subject raised in Henry Brandon's

paper Was the policy confusions that the young-
er generation must sort out, both in the U.S.

. -
and in Europe, -as they read conflicting esti-
mates of the military prowess enjoyed by NATO
and the USSR. Since there is.a young person
present, who is currently a Fellow of The John-
son Foundation, J wonder if she would care to
respond.

Emily Hauert. It is impoisible to speak for a
whole generation, but I can reflect on my own
experience. I grew up during the long years of
'the Vietnam war, and I know little about the his-
toric origins, the ititernal disputes and the mill-. .

tary force levels of NATO. I am somewhat scep-
tical of the Pentagon's. warnings of a military
threat, and ',do not see how the future of NATO
is directly related to my own expectations of a
futurt_grld. Like, many people of my age, I am
not sure how my political attitudes will change if
I acquire more military information about West-
ern security. The need to gather reliable Infor- -

'nation is obvious if we are to understand the
world conflicts, that have been left to,us. But we
cannot predict whether we will believe your
controversiat assumptions about Soviet 6ehav-
tor in the years to come. Our belief in,politicaL,
integrity and rational government was "chal- .
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houlcl we play upon popular feareof a Soviet threat in order to maintain expensive
defense commitments?

lenged tojhe-core by the Watergate disclosures
and the 'Pentagon. Papers' Such experiences
are notcuickly forgotten r
Leslie Paffriith. One of the objectives of The
Johnson Foundation is to attempt to clarify the
profusion and complexity- of information about
public policy choices that must be understood
by experts. lay citizens, opinion leaders, and
youth. To assist in throwing light on issues. we

____have_held_Wingspread_soferences on a large
number of topics. publishing monographs
which have been widely distributed The John-
son Foundation has frequently brought together
groups of overseas visitors, including,students
The goal has been to widen their perspectives
and to inform ourselves in order to make mean-

.Ingfulchoices of future programs.

i'fortunately, discussicin.of a foreign policy
issue too often comes in the crisis stage, hardly
a sensible mode of planning Given the number
Of issues' clamoring for attention, however, the
proCess of dealing with an issue in crisis-is in-
evitable. a number of instances, this after-
the-fact pattern can sometives be broken b%
foresight In this revealing incluiriinto the future
of the Western Alliance, we have, in fact, akin-
stance of foresight, It is gratifying for The John-
son Foundation to have had a role in a non-

-, crises inquiry as useful and enlightening as this
"Wingspread conference.

The Dissidents and
thel3reTtePtion pf Threat
Otto Rick, There are several points to clarify in---
the current ,thrust of Soviet behavior. Let us
start with a contemporary issue, their uncertain
response to ,President Carter% emphasis upon

'''---hinnan rights. As I discoveredin conversations,
with Soviet academics and journalists, this has
deeply troubled-the_ aging leaders In the Krem-
lin, They are not sure whether Mr. Carter is
ilaut to launch a propaganda crusade4o
grate their image in Eastern Europe and else-
where; or whether,he Is taking a first shot in a
Dulles-style campaign to undermine their politi.

, cal system and to foment domestic rebellion.
One of the points that seemed to alarm them in
Mr. Carter's concern with human rights was- he

-moralizing tone in his speeches. Had he not in-
blikled the repressive regimes of Africa or Latin

-,---America in his.newly -bom language of morality.
',theyWOuld have-dismissed his sympathy for dis-

,7iiderits in Eastern Europe and the USSR as a
'.,-cruderesUrgence of Cold War propaganda.

The leaders in the Kremlin are perplexed by
drieftlents and especially, bylheir prominent

-.7epokesmett. They do hot know how to respond.'
"'The o_ nfy point on which they are certain Is that

they cannot afford to be put on the defensive,
.

and that they cannot appear to retreat before
the ideological assaults mounted by the United
States. This is important to them in dealing witp-
two related problems: (a) hoW can they cope
with the divisive and the dissident pressures ris-
ing among the Western communist parties; and
(b) how can they prevent other groups inside
Soviet society from emulating the peaceful but
publicitrseeking tactics that have been effective-
ly putsued by the Moscow disidents?

The-uncertSinty_of -the itrernlio...o.p...domesuc.....
policy is matched by their confusion abroad
They listen to our own dissenters, many of
Whom protest, that we have disarmed ourselves
unilaterally by succumbing to the crippling
course of inflation and recession They.also
hear the other side as it argues' against the
paranoid fears and the exaggerated ,threats that
our military-industrial elites have falsely pro-,
jected as motives of Soviet behavior The first-
group insists that Westerp defense budgets will
be danggrously lowered in the long run as the
social costs 2f inflation becOme more evident;
the second insists that the Western alliance will
eventually (orthat It actually sljould) dissolve so
that the armed stand-off with the Warsaw Treaty
potvers can af least relax.

The confusion in the Kremlin is not surprising
since it is deeply shared in the,West itself. Our
electorates are troubled about.the reality of the
U.S. nuclear7commiffitrot to come to the de-
fense of America's- trading rivalsandpolitical
sparring partners in 5Citope. I agree with Henry
Brandon'S restatement of this dilemma with re-
gard to NATO and its links with the mass media.
If military spokesmen in NATO are too out-
spdken, they generate eith4 alarm or de-
spair; but if the policy debates are tormuled,
the SoVfets will come to belleve.that apatiyond.
unconcern have seized hold.Of Western public
opinion.

Perhdps it is true that'.NATO looks more im-
pressive at adistance, whervit is seen from
Washington rather than from Bruise's. BM, tfics
discrePincy makes me wonder how we can-bet-
ter inform the citizens of the West about the,
long-term military burdens thet,must be shared,
and how we can reassure them that a position
of-stable deterrence can indeed be preserved.
Should we play upon popular fears of a Soviet
threat in order to maintain expensive defense
commitments?, Qr *ill we mislead the Soviets if
we explain tour own electorates that we must
maintain hig defense capabilities only until we
can fihd .the bestgproaph to arms -limitation
and tension redu,42,1? TN's@ are the questions
that the press c answer so long as our
own leaders fall to do so first .

' Wolf Graf von Baudissln. From the Western
perspective the role that NATO should play re--":,
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mains an ambiguous one. It has to stress to the
Soviets, year after year, that any aggression or
threatened use of force LtiN involve them in a
.complex and uncertain cJculus of risk. But it
the alliance is toireaasure its own members, as
well as its adversaries, the risk must be -formu-
lated in terms of nuclear deterrence rather than
conventional defense It is difficult to warn ydur
enemy that he will meet-'an 'intolerable nsk' of
nuclear war without also causing alarm at the

--sametime--amongPVestem-elactorates NATO
must.theiefore renew its collective commitment
to deterrence, as well as to forward defen on
the one sTde, while pressing forward IF

w
the

other, to improve the prospects for détente.
This political juggling act calls for a psy-
chological skill that NATO has often lacked We
should not forget that NATO has scored an un-
precedented triumph in holding its 15 disparate
members together for 30 years in a common
strategic thrust. That is no slight achievement,
and if has not been ignored by our restless ad-
verkes to the East.

Martin J. Hillenbrand. There IS a strong agree-
ment at this conference that the strategic unity
necessary to the NATO alliance has tended to
remain intact. There have been serious ariu-
ments in the alliance and some policy decisions
have lacked the' conviction that they ideally
should have carted. But maybe we are not de-
luding ourselves, after all, when we Share Henry
Brandon's moderate conclusion: that there is
no reason to-predict the demise of NATO in the
1980s.

4 I would to
raised.'It is tru t

issue on o
at Senator M

tired from the Senate and' that th campaign to
withdrawitU.S. garrisons from Europe is no
longer a popular, matter for. debate. But eco-

m mimic rivalries within the alliance could possibly
lead to a renewal of the struggle even though
it might take a different form. As the U.S. bal-
ance of payments. continues to deteriorate, we
are likely to find that old arguments ovef offset
payment and military stationing costs are re-
vived. I fear UM a new dispute over financial
transfers could reopen difficult argumenti, and
that they could once again divide our united

Joho Carson. We seem to-agree that NATO
ihould stress its positive accomplishments in its
mass media releases, but not too much or 100

' often. This conclusion Js not appropriate for a
CPuntr9 like Canada. There are many questions
about NATO that still remain to be answered if
our public opinion is to prepare for a long haUl
'commitment of economic and military re-
sources. Admittedly, the press are not always
ready to provide the pages needed to describe

point that he
she'd has re-
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1 we want to achieve something more than the rhetral splengor of a moral crusade,
.0 N

we must retain some sense of political tact and cautio . ."

1

alliance policy and strategic doctrine. If this in-
formation is not delivered, I am afraid that poljti-
cal preoccupations at home Will diminish the
attention or the support that the domestic elec-
torate maintaiss for NATO This is becommgan
urgent matter in the case of Canada

Theodore Achilles Let me try to sum up my
Perspective' The accelerating SovietMilitary
build-up confronts the West with a new threat
that is possibly military, certainly political The
West seeksistability, Moscow instability. What
the degree of iquilibrium will be in 1987 is
much more important than what it is today.
NATO has so far succeeded in deterring military
aggression, but it needs to give more attention
to means of deterring non-military aggression.

In -the NATO area the chief danger in the
coming oars will be the real or the believed So-
viet nude& superiority. It could have devas-
tating psychological and political effects on
both sides of the Atlantic, and in future inter-
actions between East-West and North-South re-
lations The-Sgyiets are seeking to utilize the
"correlation of Tomes" in all fields The West
must do likewise. The conflict is essentially. a

7 battle for men's minds . ,

-.The West lacks a tense ofipurpose. Youth
today is cynical about ail institutions, domestic
and international.c.iet it is ideallagand groping

, as indicated by the federalistOpean and
Jesus movements Perhaps the concept of

"freedom" may provide the necessary sense of
purpose. It IS a strong weapon and it must be
used carefully, but it may be the ultimate one. It
is appropriate to recall that Belgium's motto is
' C'est ('union qui fait la force." This should
remind us that when there are no simple solu-
tions, we must choose to work for some moral
purpose rather than merely against a futu,re
threat.

Henry Shapiro Sir Frank' Rdberts mentioned
that his own disbelief in the shelter program.
stemmed from the bureaucratic inefficiency and
the primitive defenses that he saw at the height

7of the war in 1941 Let me add my disbelief In
their supposed program to evacuate the popu-
lation of the major citie;. When the Germans
had reached the suburbs of Moscow In 1941, it
took five days to move an escape train out of
the main railroad station enroute to Kubishev.
That train contained half of the Soviet *govern
ment, the diplomatic cows and the Western
press. it also carded thtair most valuable asset,

. the MoscOw ballet. When our defense experts
assure me of their 'sophisticated evacuation
plans, I wonder If any of them have seen the an
tiquated conditiog of the Russian road system.
Apart from one or two modern highways, there
is no way that eight million people could be
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moved in a hurry out of a large city that is sur-
rounded by mud-covereckc'ountry roads. Look-
ing at any Western expressway in rush hour
traffic, I would not like to drive on any of the
Russian highways when a few tnousand other
persons were also looking fbr road space

Political Propaganda and
Human Rights
Brent Scowcroft The policy agues raised by
the Carter administration's emphasis on human
rights are not quite as straight-forward as we
would like to believe Yie" must clearly dis-
tinguish between the moral element in this new
campaign and the political goals that we !hope
to achieve.

First, let us look at the moral aspect of the
human rights policy It strikes responsive
chords across the American political spectrum,
conservatives and liberals Old and young, cher-
ish the moments in previous American history
when an idealist appeal had roused the nation's
conscience In Europe, too, cautious politicians
have been overtaken by the aroused emotion%f
their electorates. Dr. Karl Mommer described to
us the politicians' surprise when they disccifi-
ered the popular demand to discard the subtle
tactics of 'quiet diplomacy' and to openly pur-
sue this moral cause.

But a Second aspect indst be distinguished. If
we want to achieve something More than the
rhetorical splendor of a moral crusade, we must
retain some sense of political tact and caution
in arguing gur case It is open to debate-wheth-
er the CartirlaMinistration has been too frank )
or too circumspect in moving forward The ar-
gument has centered upon the 'quiet diploma-
cY' that is extolled by one side in the debate
and condemned by the other I would like to
simply enter three reservations here of my Own.

1. The linkage between human rights and milt-
tary security policy has been established more
directly with friendly regimes in Latin America
than in the communist world. Indeed. President'
Carter has conspicuously tried to not use the is-,
sue as a lever on the Soviets in the conduct of
SALT and other negotiations.

2. The right; issue has not been pursued on ,a
universal basis, as Otto Pick implied. Not only
was it not used in Moscow, but it was also fore,
sworn in opening new relations with- Vietnam,
CUba and other regimes.

3. The empirical connotation of human rights
has never been adequately defined. The com-
munist and the third world tend to look for com-
munity welfare or economic rights, white in the
West we tend to emphasize the individualist val,
ues of liberal democraCi and personal freedom.
Some attempt to define common standards was

made in the 'package agreement' that was
negotiated at Helsinki, along with cultural and
trade provisions. Butat would be difficult to
claim that we codified a set of legal criteria that
should now guide our foreign policylanners.

The point was sensibly made by Henry Bran-
don that we must distinguish on this score be-
tween the advocacy procedures of public and
private agencies. If governments enter the cam-
paign for human rights, it is, difficult for an ad-
versary to make humane concessions or to view
the campaign as anything more than a political
crusade. Private organizations are not similarly
limited. They may not be able to invoke diplo-
matic sanctions or to threaten the use of eco-
nornic.pressures, nut thecae are many ways in
which they call operate that governments can-
not match. I do not mean to suggest that aca-
dernarieStholart or trade associations should
shoulder all of the burdens in this humanitarian
campaign. But their multiple roles should not be
overlooked,if we are serious about expanding
the effectiveness of the human rights appeal
and if we e not looking for cheap ideological
victories.

Stepha omas I hope that I can match this
welcome odor in speaking from a European
.perspectiv . We necessarily see the human
rights poll y in a different light, though we.
Share your ast point in rejecting thaambition to
engage in gitational propaganda.

For my p rt, I see President Carter's contribu-
tion as a urageous initiative to revitalize the
Western s rit. He has swept aside the empty
phrases in the U.N. Declaration on Human
Rights and n the Soviet Co itution by insist-
4hg upon th legal content an the jurisdictional
relevance civic liberties. is has opened a
new era in ternational disco e. Any backing
'away from i high principles would damage the
-ethical app .ach that he has adopted. President
Carter's ap eal to implement Western idealism.
has been w rmly.w.elcomed in Europe; Many of
us believe t at his pu'rpose is not to shout slo-
gans br to oment unrest but to enlarge the
scope of h an liberty. That is neslight ambi-
tion to purs e in a world long jaded by the pre-
tenses of re Ipolitik.^ - .

It has b
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noted that the Soviets are not at
they should dearwith the dissi-

reent at home. I would like to add
not kn6w how to react to the dissk
who have seized the human rights

intrinsic value of communist devia-,
r, for example, the 'diverse forms
mmunism has taken under the
Berlinguer in Italy, Marchals in

Carillo In. Spain. Their revisionism
seyrfie anxieties for Moscow, and



their schisins have personified the disSentin
rights that are being widely claimed

The leaders in Moscow are uncertain abo
this alien development. if the an parties
gain a wider acce nce mong dertiocratic
voters, they will probab y separate ffiemselves
even, further from Moscow controls. But if Mos-
cow replaces their leadership with more pliant
cadres, as happened in Prague, the communist
parties will forfeit considerable support The di-
lemma appears to overwtm the Kremlin re-
gime Obviously. they hay to attract a much
wider support in the post-industrial societies of
the East and the West If they allow the revision-
ists free reign, they will lose control over future
developments, but if they discipline each of the
parties, they will create a backlash support for
the human rights movement. Perscinally, I hope
that we will be able to find the best mixture of
moral enthusiasm to supportthis campaign and
the political tact to allow it to run its own
course. We' could spoil everything if we are too
tearful or if we are too strident.

NATO and the ,West's Survival
Philippe Deshormes. There are .two separate
topics that require elaboration: first, the com-
plex issues of human rights policy; and second,
the information requirements that NATO should
fulfill. Both relate to the belief structures of the
West that we expect to survive.

Eloquent statements about human rights and
the rule of law were made on the American sibs
by General Scowcroft, and from Europe by Karl
Morinier and Stephan Thomas. They are not as

apart as they might appear at first sight.
They agree that subtle tactics must be coupled
to authentiC,bellefs' if the jurisdiction of human
rigtftehttigt s to be extended.

One furth int needs to be considered in
this debate. e new policy emphasis by Presi-

erfent Carter has helped restore the somewhat,
tarnished image that the United States has re-
cently borne in Europe. Our youth, in particular,
associate ttte American Image with the pro-
longed itorrot's of the Vietnam war, with the
oveKthrOw of the governments in Guatemala or
in Greece, aid with the counter-revolution in
Chile, Vkateiver were the faults of Senor
Allende, he still recalled as a martyr to the
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U.S. copper companies. Mr. Car-
cern has helped change an un-
unpopr image of the Ameri-
ab

int le difficult tasummariie. It is
's publicity and Information pol-

t woriceifwell yt the past They
disseminate the right level of in-
e right kind of audience. I regret,
have failed to Clarify the factual

discrepancies that appear in so many military
assessments and strategic papers Moreover, I
am appalled that advertisements from leading
weapons manufacturers have appeared on,the
same bages as officially sponsored releases in
the Western press, Such defects can only Im-
pair NATO's ability to mobilize the interest of
youthto retain the support of a mass electorate
or to counter the exaggerations about Western
defenses that circulate so freely

There is only a soft reply to these charges
that can be offered. The media publicity and the
Information ServiCes of NATO can only be as
strong as its member nations permit. If their
contributions are_weak or conflicting, there is
little that NATO officials can do to improve the
situation Considerable assistance has been
given by private and constituent organizations,
these include the Atlantic Treaty Association,
the North Atlantic Assembly, the Association of
Young Leaders? and the parliamentary or citi-
zens' groups that are gathered together here in
the Standing Committee on Atlantic Organiza-
tions. Many of these groups fulfill valuable and
demanding needs, but there is a limit 19 their re-
sources. There are many activities that must be
started if the alliance is to garner the popular
support that it will require in the next decade.
One of these activities must surely involve the
economic coordination and the trade war caicti-
lations that we discussed yesterday, Another
mutt concern the mobilizing of youth so that we
can enlist the support of the next generation a
we try to safeguard thefuture of the Western al-
liance.

Walter Goldstein. A philosophical conflict
evades .us in this discussion We believe that
NATO's publicity has falledlor two disparate
reasons: (a) because the- alliance has suc-
ceeded so well that our fears of Soviet ape's-
sion have receded; and (b) because our voters
have become as fearful as the Kremlin leaderss
that we will one day become less resolute and
too optimistic. But we have paid remarkably
little attenlion to two further explanations: (c)
electoral stereotypes about Soviet behmor and
NATO's defenses are no longeirfluenceit. by
the alarmism or by the hysterics of miliary-in-
dustrial lobbyists and discredited genera s and
(d) both the East and the INAst are more cont
cerned about their economic than their military
difficulties, no matter what the NATO publicists
might say to the contrary. I do not understand
.how we can mobilize enthusiasm for Western
solidarity when most governments are planning
either to beggar their trading neighbors or to
pull off a fast sale of strategic hariware (in
aerospace, compute' or nuclear exports) to the
Soviet adversaries. the stimulus of threat used
to prorhote Western unity, but what happens

when allies and adversaries become inter-de-
pendent upon each other's ,economic stability,
and when they strive to still grain instead of ex-
changtng threats? This is a dilemma that oannot
be resolved with youth corifeences, mass med-
ia publicity or the politicaNnsinuation tech-
niques that General Haig carried .from the Nixon
White House to NATO headquarters in Brussels

Clearly. if the,Western alliance is to survive, it
must not only improve its strategic planning and
economic cooperation, it must also recapture a
sense of inoral purpope This means that a
search must be,made for pcisitive goals, and for
a new concern for economic welfare and social
Justice. We cannot rebuild the dominance of the 4
West by ignoring the despair of the Third World
'Sr by leaving millions of our OW/4 citizens with
'empty. workless lives If we aim only at restOring
a Western ascendancy to be governed by af-
fluent consumers and technocratic elites, I ..em

notsure that such a West deserves to survive

Conclusion

Henry Brandon Let me try to reply, to the main
points that were raised in the debate I was sur-
prised by the consensus that emerged in our

rights and the difficulties faCed y
discussion on two specific points the issu of
human ri
NATO's publicity services. Let me comment on
each in turn.

First, I am ad that the distinction was made
between the role of public and private agencies
in promoting the cause of hiunin rights As I
see it, there is no ,Other wayon which we can
emphasize our profound moral purposes while
retaining a flexible mode for political bargain-
ing. I agree With Philippe Deshormes that Presi-
dent Carter has made a timely move to repair
the unfortunate image of U.S. diplomacy that
emerged after the Vietnam War, But I would
remind you that the U.S. has yet to sign the
U.N. Declaration on Human Rights. In the past,
presidents have flinched front seeking a ratifica-
tion from the Senate because of important con-
stitutional difficulties; and we still do not.know if
Mr. Carter will dare to break the pattern.

On the mass media issues, I am afraid that we
must explain the poor press for NATO by recall-
ing the newspaper folklore that 'good news is
not news'. This cultural pattein is too deeply
set, both in the provincial and the inetropottan
papers, to be easily rectified. If readers expect
to be titillated by weapons alarms but reas-

. sured, at the same time, that the strategic bal-
ance is still in good shape, there is little that
NATO officials or the defense correspondents
can do to change their reading preferences
The least we can do, I suppose, is to improve
the reliability of our reporting and to check out
the discrepancies among our sources. These
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t seems that confidence in the West's will to 44 it/e, despite the anxieties that
we have probed, remains stable at a high level. 914, I

.

4-c

F

a

,

are modest ambitions. -but therwill'swely help
to improve the credil2ility both of NATO and the
mass media

Concluding Statanent

Sir Frank Roberts. The discussion has waxed so
eloquently that there is no point in attempting to

br

summarize the conference's findings Apparent
Consensus has been reached on the following
lines

It seems that the confidence in the West's will
to survive, despite the anxieties that we have
probed, remains stable al a high level.

Our ability to lesolvi, coMplex problems may

the tnd
.a

It -

not be impressive, but our optintism is still
strong

We anticipate that NATO' will survive the tur-
moils to be anticipated in the next fev; years as
the Western alliance heads into storms that its

. early founders might never have envisaged.

Our sense of unity is sufficiently determined,
as I read it, to take on-the rough conditions that
lie ahead.

4

Ia.
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lossary of terms

Fa-

If

The following definitions are offered to explain
the institutional abbreviations that appear in Ihe
text:

.
BIS - The Bank

;

for International Settlement, a

GATT - General 'Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade of 1947, it provides-rules and machinery
for reduction of trade barriers on multilateral,
world-wide, and nondiscriminatory basis

.,
clearinghouse for the central banks of the 10

IMF - International Monetary.Fund, preevides
OM reserve Currency and ScIRs (speCial drawing

rights) which members may use to meet tempo-
. rary halance of payments deficits, along with
the World Bank (the IBRD, the International

___Banic_follteconstruction and Development) it is
an international agency-to ilibillieWorldmone-
teN and trading cbnditions

richest countries in OECD, its function is to
stabilize International monetary flows within th
Western World.

...-.4130.---Clusenaw-Gsmoccatto.Unioniomr.
nant middle -class party in the Federal Republic
.of Germany (FRt), it follows a moderate foreign
porky; it enjoyed power during the first 20 years
of the FRG.

1

CIEC - Conference on International Economic
Cooperation; from December 1975 to June 1977
a group of 27 countries (8 developed, 19 less
developeq) met in*Paris to discuss problems-of
.energy, raw materials, development,, and fi-
nance. The conference was part of the on-go-
ing dialogue between North-South members.

COTAECON - Council for Mutu'al Econcimicks-
'slitance (afs0 knciwn as CEMA); an East Eu-
ropean organization for economic cooperation.

EDC - 'European 'Defense Community, a pro-
posal to'integrate -a European army under the-'
control of a Europhn defense minister and par=
!lament; the proposal failed to be ratified In
1952, and it was superseded by the WEN (West-
ern European Union) In 1955.

'EEC - European Economic Community; a con-
- sortium of 9 industrial nations in Western Eu-
rope that are also known as the Coon Mar-
ket; the Community is the richest hiding block
in,the world, and It was designed to free the
flow of goods, labor, and capital across national
frontiers. The EEC is tht most advanced form of
economic integration at the supra= national level

has-ever-been implemented.

'ERP EurOpean Recovery Program (also
known as the Marshall Plan); it..was first
launched in 1947 as a proposal by the U. V:

-'.Secretary of State, George Marshall, to stimu-
_late European cooperation and economic re-
cevery with the assistance of considerable U. S.
credits.

LDC - Less Developed qountries, there are
roughly 100 nations among the 150 members of
the United Nations that sutfer,from a lack ot,in-
dustrial, agricultural and ,social develorpment
The 20 richest of the 106 are now'known as the
Third World, and they dompride the LDCs that
have rich'oll and minerresources at their
command; the other 80, in the fourth World,
command very few resources' and at the same
time must 'support the burden of afast-growing
and excessive population.

..

, .
MBFR -

\.
Mutual and Balanced Foree Reduc-.1

Vona: a set of negotiaticins between NATO and
(Alai Pact meMbeis since November 1973.'
The central objective is to ;'reduce the possi-
bility.of 'armed conflict and to strengthen-peace
in Europe without diminishing the security of
any party."

"

. , .

o

MNC - Multi-National Corporations; giant en=
terprises in manufacturing, extractive, and ser-
vice, industries that maintain production affil-
iates and investment subsidiaries in a iiigit
number of foreign economies; they export
packages of Investment funds, production tech-

/nology, Marketing skills, and profesSional man-
agement to their overseas subsidiaries. ,

4

NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Orgarlization, a
defense alUance of 1n-rations in North America
and Western,Orope that assured a collective
defense organization and an integration-sif
force structures and joint strategic platining,

e

4 0

OECD - Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion an Development, it was created in 1961 as
an economic grouping of the 24 richest capital-
ist and market-driven economies of the'Western
World:*

20,VEC - Organization of Petroleum 'Ertporting
ountries, consist,00f 13 Third and Fourth

World states which export petroleum, the cartel
increased prices five-fold since the Arab - Israeli
war of 1973, ythen it enforced an oil embargo
uponlhe leading consumer nations of Western
Europe rtcl NorttiAmerica, its aim is fo control
the price- and ttie, supply of a scarce resource
and to maintain the revenue payments to OPEC
members during a periOd of international in-
flation. :

PCF - French Communist Party. itS Icing-range
gcMI is the nationalizallon of mdustrief, it has
had an uneasy coalition with the FrencVocial-

Party.

flor
cpC1 - lIalian Cpminunist Party, a highly orga-
nized party with control, over rawly municipal
governments; it has cooperated with recent Ital-
ian governments without assuming formal Cabi-
net positions; it has exercised a leadership po-
sition inthe Euro-Communist movement.

111

SACEOR - Supreme Allied Commander. Eu-
rope, the military commander of the integrated
NATO force in Europe, who is nominated by the
U,. S. president, toot confirmed by the NATO

,

sAuT r Strategic Arms Limitation Talks; a set
of negotiations between llt,.artd USSR starting
in 1909 The talks are a by-product of the Nu-
clear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968. The first
round (SALT I) of negotiatio4 ended in 1972
with the SALT I Interim Agfeement, The second
round of negotiations (SALT II) is currently uri-
de&ay. .

- e. ' "UP!
UNCTAD - United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development, an organization of 77
less-developed countries (known as the Group
of 77, though ;1p0 nations now belong to it)
witose,:function is to negotiate betten terms for
Ueda -arts/ aid with the rich world:

r.%
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